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The Cannabis Cactus 
would like to offer a HUGE 
THANK YOU to all of our 
sponsors, event volunteers 
and guests at our Heady 
Halloween Party:

Special Thanks to JARROD’S COFFEE, TEA & GALLERY.

THANK YOU TO OUR VOLUNTEERS: Eli Fisher, Stephanie 
Sabori, Andrea Flores, Neil McCalister (Chef Turtle), 
Armando Soto (FatBoy, GordoGang), Jesus Maya, Steven 
Vega, Austin Cabral, Eric Stoltz (Willie’s Tacos), Michelle 
Mango, Homegrown AZ, Victoria Hobein, Ducky Moss.

#cannabiscactus
cannabiscactus.com

FrostysFresh & Angela Mabus - Hosts of the show.
BEEPENDYBOMB - 100 Bath Bombs
KRYSTAL KLEEN - Heady liquid glass cleaner
DAB TOWELS - Custom Show Towels
Voodoo Cleaner - Heady glass cleaner
HoodRattShit - Live performance
Shango - Bordello Rosin
Mohave Cannabis - San Fernando Valley Prerolls
MARYJANE SMOKE WEAR - Collectable show Shirts
THE BLAZED CHEF - Infused Ricotta Stuffed Canoli. Wow, she was amazing!
5150 Ganja - Green Screen Picture Experience for each guest.
Infused J1 - Chocolate Covered Graveyard Strawberries
Headtz - Medicated Lotion that saves lives. This stuff is great!
DabbsDelights - 200 Assorted Macarons. Where did you learn to bake like this? wow!
Kakarot’s Koncentrates - Hemp Blunts with THC Wax. Headbangers.
Nug Jewelz - Amazing Jewelry for 100 guests.
AZ Infusions - Infused Lemonade and popsicles. Thank you so much Rosemary!
Blended Highlife - Thank you so much for the dab tools!
Giveaway Winner - Congratulations Joni Johnson!
HOLOH EXTRACTS - Concentrates, Thank you Alfred & Robert!
ZONKA - Chocolate treats from Chris Martin.
Hempful Farms - CBD Gum.
Halo infusions, Tucson - Infused Cannabliss Basic Brownie + Caramels
Local Joint Dispensary - Free Cartridge and Battery. 2 custom skateboards.
House Exotics - Triangle Canyon Prerolls.
Green Gene Genetics - Lucid Dream Prerolls.

Cactus 
Events



www.CannabisCactus.com

@CannabisCactus w h e r e  i t ’ s  a t

Put your business on the map!
Cactus@cannabiscactus.com

justblaze smoke emporium
1001 E Camelback Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85014
(602) 252-4228

mention “cannabis cactus”

Get 15% off

Triton smoke shop
1140 N. Higley , Ste. #106
Mesa, Arizona 85205
(480) 274-3303

Delivery Available
Through Postmates

Its All Goodz
933 E University Dr
Tempe, AZ 85281
(480) 921-7473

With Purchase*1 per person

Free Blunt Wrap
or 20% off Glass

HANA MEDS
2095 E Northern Ave
Kingman, AZ 86409
(928) 692-0000

1732 W Commerce Point Place
Green Valley, AZ 85614
(520) 289-8030
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The Mint Dispensary
5210 S. Priest Dr
Tempe, AZ 85283
(928) 692-0000

first time patient at The Mint
Free Pipe + Free Lanyard

+ Choice of free gift

Local Joint
4201 E. University Dr.
Phoenix, AZ 85034
(602) 437-1645

Debbie’s Dispensary
20224 North 27th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85027
(833) 332-2437

20340 N. Lake Pleasant Rd.
Peoria, AZ 85382
(833) 332-2437

Sol Flower Dispensary
1322 N. McClintock
Tempe, AZ 85281
(480) 795-6363

13650 N. 99th Ave.
Sun City, AZ 85351
(623) 246-8080

Nature’s Medicines
2439 W McDowell Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85009
(480) 420-3145

$59 prepackaged ½ oz 
rotating flavors daily

16913 E. Enterprise Dr.
Fountain Hills, AZ 85268
(480) 420-3135

Territory Dispensary
7200 W Chandler Blvd Ste 7
Chandler, AZ 85226
(480) 636-8032

5409 S Power Rd.
Mesa, AZ 85212
(480) 307-6880

sign up for
daily text specials
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Nirvana Center
2 North 35th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85009
(602) 730-3236

2330 North 75th Ave. #111
Phoenix, AZ 85305
(602) 786-7988

2715 S. Hardy Dr.
Tempe, AZ 85282
(480) 378-6917

Paraphernalia boutique
4234 W Dunlap Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85051
(623) 939-4787

$5 off purchase 
of $25 or more

5060 West Bell Rd. Ste C
Glendale, AZ 85308
(623) 939-4787

*1st time Patient

BOGO 1/8th
*2nd time in 2 weeks

Bogo Cart

*3rd time in 3 weeks

Free swag pack
with $60 purchase
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Arizona passes Prop 207 with support from non-cannabis users. 
The public image of cannabis has improved drastically since 
legalizing medical cannabis across many states, making it easier 
for non cannabis users to support a fully legal cannabis market. 
Without their support, the proposition’s success was questionable. 
Cannabis users were split in the vote, with critics stating that 
the proposition doesn’t do enough to expunge records or fund 
education and communities. Other concerns include confusing 
and conflicting limits on cannabis possession. The proposition 
allows home cultivation of up to six plants and a two and a half 
ounce limit, much less than what can be produced with six plants. 

3,000 french patients with ailments ranging from neuropathic 
pain, certain forms of drug-resistant epilepsy, certain intractable 
symptoms in oncology linked to cancer or anticancer treatment, 
palliative situations, painful spasticity from multiple sclerosis or 
other pathologies of the central nervous system. Cannabis will be 
donated by companies and provided to patients free of charge 
during a term of up to 2 years.

Participating doctors and pharmacies will have to complete a 
mandatory training program in order to take part in the process. 
All participants will be voluntary, from the companies providing the 
free cannabis, to the doctors and pharmacies that will prescribe 
and distribute it, to the patients that will consume the cannabis.
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PROP 207 Some patients are concerned with how the law will be enforced, 
and whether or not discrimination will be used when enforcing 
it. Other concerns being expressed are the limited availability of 
adult-use licenses, the increased funding for law enforcement, 
product shortages, a decrease in quality coupled with an increase 
in price and questions about who will profit from it. Dispensary 
owners have made efforts to ease the concerns of future adult use 
patrons, stating that they will continue to provide the same quality 
of service that Arizona is used to. However, critics would say that 
the status quo isn’t sufficient and improvement is crucial.

According to the measure, the Arizona Department of Health 
Services will begin the process of licensing MMJ dispensaries 
for recreational sales beginning in late January 2021, with sales 
projected to begin as early as March 20, 2021.

Both states with psilocybin on the ballot have voted favorably 
on the plant. Washington D.C. joins Denver, Colorado as well as 
Oakland and Santa Cruz, California in decriminalizing the plant - 
making it of lowest priority for law enforcement. Oregon became 
the first state to take it one step further. Its Measure 109 legalizes 
psilocybin and directs the state to establish and regulate a program 
that would allow adults to consume it legally.

The Ministry of Health in Italy has officially classified CBD obtained 
from cannabis as a narcotic. Moving forward, any Italian CBD 
products must be produced under authorization of AIFA (the Italian 
Medicines Agency) This effectively makes CBD oils & extracts 
currently found in the open market illegal.

Critics of the new classification point out corporate interference, as 
Epidiolex, a CBD-based drug manufactured by GW Pharmaceuticals, 
already has marketing authorization in Italy and is expected to be 
available for purchase in various European countries. 

A recent decree by the Ministry of Agriculture listed hemp flowers 
for extraction as an agricultural product and not as a medicine, 
creating confusion around the use of hemp flowers naturally 
exhibiting non-extracted CBD. The European Commission has also 
begun to consider hemp extracts such as CBD as narcotics.

ITALY CLASSIFIES 
CBD AS A NARCOTIC

FRANCE MEDICAL 
CANNABIS EXPERIMENT

All five states with cannabis initiatives on the ballot have voted yes 
to cannabis. Arizona, New Jersey, and Montana will all be adding 
legal adult-use cannabis to their repertoire. Mississippi will begin 
the process of establishing a medical market, despite being a 
largely conservative leaning state. South Dakota, another heavily 
conservative state, made history as it approved both medical and 
adult use all at once. It is no longer true that cannabis legalization is 
a liberal stance, as all political affiliations are supporting measures 
to allow access to cannabis.

5/5 STATES VOTE
YES ON CANNABIS

2/2 STATES VOTE 
YES ON PSILOCYBIN

IMAGE CREDIT/Michael Cassini

NEW ZEALAND 
REJECTS CANNABIS

Voters in New Zealand voted no in a referendum 
to legalize cannabis for recreational use. Regular voting took place 
on October 17, but voters had to wait until November 6th for the 
official results, with preliminary polls showing an early failure to 
pass. The NZ law would have established a legal framework for the 
sale and supply of cannabis and allow people to possess and grow 
cannabis for personal use. The referendum also included the End 
of Life Choice Act, which legalizes medically assisted euthanasia,  
passed with 65% approval. 

This is New Zealand’s first attempt to fully legalize cannabis. At 
the moment, Uruguay and Canada are the only countries to fully 
legalize cannabis at the national level.ALL STATE 

CANNABIS
INITIATIVES 
PASS - AZ, SD, 
MI, MT, NJ
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36 States have a medical cannabis program

16 States have legalized adult-use cannabis

9 States have no cannabis legalization

6 States have legalized cbd

Legal Status of Cannabis
by State
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by Warren Bobrow

It’s getting towards my favorite cocktailian time of the year. We’ve 
all been under a great deal of stress, me included. Isn’t it time to 
relax a little bit and take a break?

No one is saying you should drink alcohol to remove your problems. 
That’s really not the point with cannabis. For starters, I use it for a 
very specific set of reasons. Some medical and some recreational. 
It’s that balance in life that makes cannabis my favorite way to 
relax my mind and get to the art of writing about cannabis.

See? I’m feeling better already. Probably because my morning 
“wake-and-bake” with a puff or two from holistic, Oregon 
horticulturist named Green Bodhi has gotten me pretty lit. Check 
his IG: @GreenBodhi

I want to share that creativity with others.

The fall weather evokes a certain sense of being in a wonderfully 
languid, pre-sleep mode for weeks on end. The days turn shorter 
and the night seems to drag into hours rather than mere minutes. 
The air is chillier too and I want to drink things that warm me up 
inside before I slip into a dream-state. Cannabis, when infused into 
things like hot tea and woven with a certain measure of artisan 
rum - like the ultra-authentic rum brand named Foursquare, then 
sweetened to taste with a touch of homemade simple syrup - 
(I’m using sugar cane juice, it’s just better for you, no white sugar 
allowed!)

Then you have something in your grasp that will set your mind to 
rest and warm your body deeply.

Warming & Cooling
Cannabis Cocktails, 
Mocktails & Tonics

S e a s o n  0 3
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It’s that balance 
in life that makes 

cannabis my 
favorite way to 

relax my mind?”
“

Garden Punch
p. 92/92 of Cannabis Cocktails, Mocktails & Tonics
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My cocktail – or mocktail should you want it alcohol free - just 
make an infused syrup instead of a spirit, is pretty easy to make. 
The hardest part is the cannabis infused dark rum, which - if 
you have a LEVO2, can do the job of infusion quite easily at no 
more than 130 degrees F for three hours. Otherwise use the old-
fashioned method of using your trusty electric hot plate (never gas 
stove), double boiler and your spirit of choice. Do the infusion in a 
well-ventilated place and have a fan running on your worksite at all 
times. Alcohol fumes run along the floor and you don’t see them, 
don’t be that person who ignites them by using a gas stove. 

The next drink is made for breakfast. It’s also very effective before 
lunch, after a meal and just before retiring for the night. It’s not your 
typical sleep elixir, far from it. But what it does offer is a measure 
of civility. It’s understood in countries that hold coffee as part of 
their day-to-day motion, that a cannabis infused “Turkish” coffee 
would be especially delicious. I think cardamom and anisette notes 
when I sip Turkish coffee. Now add to the folds of flavor dripping 
slurps of oily cannabutter. The decarbed cannabis layering flavors 
of flaky brioche toast and raspberry fruit jam smeared upon the 
bittersweet quality of the smoky coffee. Turkish coffee is enjoyed 
around the clock. This unique recipe should be savored instead of 
slurped, lest you get destroyed. 

Ingredients

Process

Beside the Bosphorus
p. 55 of Cannabis Cocktails, Mocktails and Tonics

• 1 Teaspoon Demerara Sugar-essential
• Short pour of Turkish Coffee
• 1 Teaspoon of Cannabutter made to your own potency

1. Pre-heat Turkish coffee cups - the small ceramic ones
2. Prepare two portions of Turkish coffee to the correct 

sweetness with the Demerara Sugar
3. Pour the coffee into two small cups and top with a small 

measure of cannabutter 
4. Sip thoughtfully

Ingredients

Process

King’s Road Toastini
p. 103 of Cannabis Cocktails, Mocktails and Tonics

• 1 Teaspoon Non-Medicated salted butter
• 2 ounces cannabis infused dark rum
• 5 ounces strong black tea - I use Lapsang Souchong
• 2 ounces of non-medicated cane sugar syrup

1. Preheat a mug with boiling water, pour out
2. Add the butter and the cannabis infused rum
3. Then top with the strong hot tea or if out at sea in a gale, 

merely boiling water and lemon juice for scurvy busting 
grog that possesses a potently bone-warming demeanor… 

Beside the Bosphorus

King’s Road Toastini

*Best practice is to do any and all alcohol-based infusions outside when dealing with high proof spirits. Safety first, please.

Cannabis Cocktails, Mocktails & Tonics is available in Indie Bookstores, Amazon, Barnes and Noble, Indigo Books, etc.



Prop 207 Prop 207
A Few Key Points

• Legalizes Adult Possession & Use
• Home Cultivation of up to 6 Plants
• Cannabis Conviction Expungement
• Establishes Social Equity Program
• Places 16% Excise Tax on Rec Sales
• Prohibits Public Smoking
• Limits Possesion to 1 Ounce
• Funds Community Colleges
• Funds Police & Fire Department
• Increases Penalties for Infractions

Supporting Donors
• Harvest Enterprises
• CuraLeaf 
• Copperstate Farms
• Cresco Labs
• Oasis Dispensaries

$1.425M
$750K
$400K
$300K
$250K

by Kelly Mahoney

What is Prop 207?

Thoughts and Concerns
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Politics are very rarely cut and dry, and prop 207 is no different. As 
more of the country has passed some kind of cannabis regulation, 
medical, recreational or both, we can look to these states to make 
a more informed decision regarding cannabis legislation in our 
own state. There are parts of this proposition that I think are great 
and definitely steps in the right direction for cannabis consumers, 
and there are parts that make me uneasy or downright suspicious.

First of all, let’s talk about the funding for prop 207. Smart and Safe 
Arizona, a campaign committee, is the leading force behind the 
ballot initiative, having raised over $5 million in funding as of the 
end of September 2020. Three of the biggest contributors to this 
campaign are Curaleaf, Harvest Enterprises Inc. and Copperstate 
Farms, LLC. Harvest Enterprises and Copperstate Farms are both 
cannabis firms and Curaleaf is a cannabis business operating 
in 23 states. There are concerns that cannabis legalization 
legislation mainly funded by multi-million dollar cannabis 
companies may not have the consumers best interests in mind 
and may disproportionately benefit the larger corporations, driving 
smaller cannabis dispensaries out of business. Remember earlier, 
when I mentioned the only medical dispensary in Gilbert? If prop 
207 passes, the only nonprofit and for profit cannabis business in 
Gilbert that won’t be banned will be - drumroll please - Curaleaf.

Aside from concerns for small cannabis businesses in Arizona, 
there are concerns that there will be a continuing trend in a 
decrease in quality, especially flower. As recreational cannabis is 
legalized, backed by large cannabis corporations, the fear is that 
focus will shift away from quality medical cannabis for patients to 
mass production with less quality control. I have a hard time having 
a concrete opinion on this, because I don’t have any experience 
with dispensary cannabis in Arizona, I don’t really have an opinion 
on the quality or the trend of decline. That being said, I can say that 
I share concerns about access to quality medication for patients. 
Now, I’m not familiar with the quality of product that the three 
cannabis companies that are backing prop 207 produce, but I am 
aware of the feeling of unease you feel when something you enjoy 
is corporatized. In my experience, it’s a pleasant surprise if quality 
doesn’t decrease a little, it seems almost expected. However, a 
decrease in quality isn’t something that a whole population of 
medical cannabis patients should have to worry about.

Next up is cultivation, which I think is great. Being able to legally 
grow up to six cannabis plants at home is awesome, and a great 
way for medical patients to make sure that they are getting the 
quality and strain that they need. That being said, growing your 
own quality cannabis isn’t easy, and it’s a months long process to 
end up with flower you can use. Cultivation will be a viable option 
for some people but unless there is a legal purchasing process 
outside of licensed dispensaries - I’m thinking something akin to 
early caregiver laws - I don’t think home cultivation is realistic for 
most consumers, and I think big business knows that.

Finally, tax revenue spending, expungement and incarceration. 
The 16% tax that would be imposed is being divided between 
multiple state programs, including sheriff and police departments. 
Hopefully no one has forgotten that I write mainly opinion pieces, 
and with that being said, my opinion is that increasing police 
funding right now is maybe not the best move. Besides the optics 
of increased police funding on the back of legalized cannabis, 
there’s also evidence that legalizing cannabis has increased the 
arrest of minorities for cannabis related crimes. In LA, for example, 
since cannabis legalization in 2017, there has been a steady uptick 
in black people being arrested for cannabis related crimes. 

Legalization can dramatically decrease arrests overall, but it’s 
believed that minority communities may have less access to legal 
cannabis than majority white communities. Combined with the 
systematic over policing of minority communities - not to mention 
the increased budget - I think concerns that minority incarcerations 
will increase in Arizona under legalization are completely valid. I 
think the SEOP is a nice addition, but there’s no guarantee that 
licensing these owners will increase legal access to cannabis for 
minority communities disproportionately affected by previous 
marijuana laws. Additionally, while the expungement opportunity 
is one of my favorite parts of the proposition, there doesn’t seem 
to be a clear path to expungement.

It’s that time of year again. The weather is getting cooler (maybe), 
the leaves are changing (probably not), and we just had an 
election (yay?). This November, however, Arizonans have passed 
Proposition 207. I did a little research to see what this might 
mean for the Arizona cannabis industry. What exactly is the bill 
proposing? How might it affect the medical cannabis industry 
that’s already been established in the state? Here’s what I found.

First things first, what is Prop 207? Prop 207 enacts the 
“Smart and Safe Arizona Act”, legalizing the possession, use and 
cultivation of cannabis for adults 21 years old or older. It would 
also collect a 16% tax to fund “public programs”, authorize the 
regulation of licenses by state and local governments and allow 
the expungement of cannabis offenses. Essentially, cannabis use 
in Arizona would be accessible and regulated in similar ways to 
the tobacco and alcohol industries. Even shorter summary: legal 
weed, man.

Let’s break it down a little more. Prop 207 legalizes what’s 
commonly referred to as “recreational marijuana”, whereas “adult 
use cannabis” is the preferred verbiage in some circles. It might 
seem a little nit-picky and possibly off topic, but I want to take one 
quick aside to talk about the difference between the terminology 
here. I’m not entirely sure where “recreational marijuana/cannabis” 
originated, but my theory is that it - like most language used when 
trying to make major policy changes - had strategic purposes.

I imagine it can be a little overwhelming or concerning to be a 
person with little to no cannabis knowledge seeing “legalize 
marijuana” sentiments all over the place. Even with massive 
changes in cannabis legislation across the country, the “War on 
Drugs” attitude is still alive and well in certain circles. Now, replace 
“legal weed” with “recreational use marijuana” and I imagine that 
softens the blow quite a bit. Calling it “recreational” suggests that 
it’s a once in a while kind of thing, like a 12 pack of beer on a Friday 
night, something that’s much more familiar and widely accepted - 
and I think that’s exactly where the problem lies. 

Now, I’m all for using language that makes cannabis and cannabis 
education more accessible, but what I don’t necessarily love is 
feeling like the term “recreational use” minimizes or erases those 
of us that use cannabis medicinally. Of course cannabis can be 
used recreationally and it’s a ton of fun, but categorizing it as 
“recreational” could be bad for progress in the long run.

Now, back to prop 207. Individuals will be able to cultivate up to 
six cannabis plants, as long as they are in an enclosed, lockable 
space that is out of public view and the possession of up to an 
ounce. The Arizona Department of Health Services (DHS) would 
become responsible for the rules and regulations regarding legal 
cannabis, like licensing dispensaries, cultivation and production 
facilities. DHS will be required to accept license applications from 
existing non profit medical cannabis dispensaries first, and these 
facilities will be eligible to hold a non profit medical cannabis 
license as well as a for profit recreational cannabis license. From 
what I can tell, this “first application” process will also apply to 
potential cannabis businesses applying for a license in a county 
with one or no nonprofit dispensaries currently as well. All this 
means is the existing medical cannabis dispensaries will have 
first crack at their for profit license, meaning they could be legally 
licensed for both nonprofit medical cannabis sales as well as for 
profit “recreational”sales. It will also provide local governments 
the power to ban cannabis facilities and testing centers, giving 
them control over regulation, zoning and licensing. For example, 
Gilbert already has an ordinance in place banning new recreational 
cannabis businesses and testing facilities - aside from the one 
nonprofit medical dispensary currently in operation in Gilbert, but 
we’ll get to that a little later. 

Prop 207 includes a Social Equity Opportunity Program (SEOP) 
which issues licenses to businesses whose owners are from 
“communities disproportionately impacted by the enforcement of 
previous marijuana laws”. 

In addition to the existing transaction privilege tax and use tax, 
prop 207 imposes a 16 percent tax on cannabis sales. According 
to the ballot initiative, this tax revenue is going to be divided 
between community college districts, municipal sheriff, police, and 
fire departments, fire districts, the state’s Highway User Revenue 
Fund and a new Justice Reinvestment Fund.

Last but certainly not least, prop 207 allows anyone convicted 
of cannabis related crimes that involved the use, possession, 
cultivation or transportation to petition to have their records 
expunged from their criminal record starting July 12th, 2021. 

From what I can tell, that’s it. That’s what proposition 207 will 
change for the Arizona cannabis industry. At least legally, on the 
books, and upon first glance, this all looks pretty good right? It 
might look good up front, but that doesn’t mean that there aren’t 
dissenting opinions, and I believe that being informed means 
including as many angles on a subject as you can find. 

Recommended Listening: Woo by Beach House Kelly Mahoney worked at a medical cannabis Co-op with her mother, Laura Mastropietro, helping new patients acquire their medical cards 
and advising on strains and methods. Diagnosed at a young age with spinal muscular atrophy, she is a medical cannabis patient and 
advocates for the incredible benefits, and downright fun, of cannabis. She now lives in a prohibition state as a cat mom and gamer wife.

Recreational Cannabis Legalization in Arizona 



Lab RepoRts

Why Look 
at the Labs

Why & hoW to 
Read them

The Cactus has been preaching for some time that all patients 
should request lab reports before purchasing any cannabis from 
a dispensary. Even without knowing how to read the reports, you 
can filter out some products/sellers simply due to a lack of lab 
reports. But as more and more dispensaries have been getting 
their products tested in preparation for the enactment of SB 1494 
this month, which legally requires testing starting November 1st, 
simply the existence of a passing lab report is not enough. We 
have to learn how to read them correctly in order to get the full 
benefit of the analysis.

Up until this point, in most cases we have trusted our budtenders 
to help guide us in choosing strains, but even the most intelligent 
budtenders may not have tried every single product with the 
intention of understanding it at the level required to serve the broad 
spectrum of cannabis patients’ needs. The best of the budtenders 
have been requesting and are welcoming these lab analyses, as 
they help them to help the patients. Thank you budtenders!

Don’t misunderstand. Lab reports should be used in conjunction 
with your senses, NOT in place of them. Trust your gut, you know 
what cannabis to consume. 

effects & 
medicinaL QuaLities

Are you using cannabis to help you sleep or to energize? Are 
you looking for pain relief or trying to reduce anxiety? How is 
it that cannabis is considered a viable medicine for all of these 
things, even as they seem like opposites? Because cannabis is 
not one species, it is an infinite genus of plants that scientists 
have clumsily ordered as Cannabis Sativa, Cannabis Indica, and 
Cannabis Ruderalis. We all know that simply labeling cannabis 
as sativa or indica doesn’t even come close to explaining the 
effects that might be found when consumed. Historically, you had 
to smoke a joint and see what happened. With lab reports, you 
can compare your experience with the report and begin to find 
what terpene combinations, cannabinoids, THC %, CBD % that you 
want/need. It’s easy to smoke a bowl and say, that was exactly 
what I needed, but how do you replicate that experience? Look 
at the report and take note of what is in it: THC vs CBD content, 
combination and % terpenes, CBN, CBG, etc.

aLLeRgies

Did you know that you can be allergic to some of the terpenes 
found in cannabis? It isn’t uncommon to find that certain strains 
of cannabis rubbed on the skin of the forearm can produce a rash 
type reaction in some people. Whether or not this seems serious 
to you, it could have a real effect for certain patients. The cosmetic 
industry knows about contact allergies from terpenes, and are 
required to list ingredients for that reason, even though you don’t 
consume them directly. Smoking may not cause a reaction, but 
your cannabis infused skin cream could be a different story. It isn’t 
enough to simply label these products with a generic strain name 
or ‘broad spectrum,’ as this doesn’t tell you anything about the 
true contents.

Terpene allergies in cannabis aren’t usually very serious, but 
certain residual solvents, heavy metals, mold, etc can be extremely 
toxic, and even more so if you have a specific allergy to them. It 
seems like a no-brainer that cannabis should be thoroughly tested 
and the full results shown to the patient, not just a pass/fail.

fLavoR

Every cannabis smoker has tasted bad weed, it can be disgusting. 
But what leads to that flavor? Is it something wrong with the weed 
or is it your personal tastes? When smoking untested cannabis, 
good luck figuring that out. Lab reports are going to make it much 
easier to identify the expected flavors in the cannabis, rather than 
trusting a name like Super Lemon, check the labs for limonene and 
other terps you expect to see. At first, this may seem daunting, but 
over time you’ll begin to recognize what terpenes are contributing 
to the flavors you find tasty. Don’t just look at the labs in the 
dispensary before buying, but compare them to the flavors you 
experience. You’ll learn what to look for sooner than you think.

For novice recreational users, there may not be much perceived 
need to differentiate between strains, but any patient or experienced 
consumer knows that all cannabis is not created equal. The 
differences in strains have historically been determined through 
self-experimentation, one finds that buds with certain physical 
characteristics tend to work best for them. Through sight, smell, 
and in the old days, touch, many cannasseurs can determine if a 
bud will be to their liking or not. In the dispensary age, touch isn’t 
allowed, so how can you tell if that bud is sticky? Potency isn’t 
the only reason for labs. Maybe you smoke a certain strain and 
find yourself feeling anxious, overtired, over excited, or just not the 
expected results. check the labs and you may find that the strains 
that make you feel that way have something in common. 
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...we have trusted our 
budtenders to help 

guide us in choosing 
strains, but even 

the most intelligent 
budtenders may 

not have tried every 
single product.

“
by Joseph Cassini
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Labs



When it comes to great cannabis moments and legendary cannabis 
people, JonnyB is one of the greats. He has judged cannabis cups in 
Amsterdam, lived with Jerome Baker in Hawaii and worked alongside all 
the legends of the cannabis community.

I first met JonnyB at the Champs Tradeshow, in Las Vegas, where we 
had a nice conversation but didn’t hit it off as friends yet. I knew he 
was investing in a new operation, called Green Gene Genetics, but it 
wasn’t until six months later that we became friends when we both 
met up with our mutual friends from the band Fortunate Youth, at their 
show in Phoenix. JonnyB pulled through the backstage gate driving a 
beautiful Shelby Cobra. The concert was amazing and our conversations 
that day were equally amazing,. I enjoyed hearing first hand stories 
about legendary cannabis moments in California and Amsterdam that 
I had only previously read about, in High Times Magazine, during my 
highschool years. 

This month, with the dawn of legalization upon us, I couldn’t think of a 
better person to offer some advice and wisdom about legalization and 
the great American cannabis industry. So without any further ado, please 
welcome JonnyB… (audible clapping from audience)
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Interview with

by Michael Cassini

Photo by Brett Pastrick

I’m very excited about the upcoming vote for Recreational cannabis, and 
we have been working hard to get ready for it. This is the year to win. I 
don’t have too many concerns about legalization in general, because we 
have seen great success with our Medical program here, and in many 
other states who have gone from Medical to Rec. It’s only going to get 
better. I see similar supply & demand issues that are happening in other 
states, but it will all work itself out. We’re going from ~300k patients 
in the Medical program to anyone over 21 who wants it with Rec. It’s 
gonna be a fun challenge with many opportunities. Phoenix is a big city, 
and we’re going to have to grow a lot more cannabis to meet demand 
once Rec starts.

Let’s start with some 
foresight on cannabis 

legalization. What 
are your concerns 

about legalization in 
Arizona?
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Absolutely, yes.

Did you vote yes 
for prop 207?
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I grew up in Maine where we had GREAT weed. When I went to 
college in Boston I didn’t have the good quality connections that I 
had back in Maine, so I decided to learn to grow for myself. It was 
the only way for me to always have the quality that I wanted and 
knew was out there.

I grew my first plants in 1989, and made EVERY mistake possible 
(If the directions said use 1ml per gallon, I’d use 10ml). The only 
resources we had were High Times magazine and a few books. No 
YouTube, no internet, no forums etc. I fumbled around with it for a 
few years, then I transferred to ASU in 1991. I got my degree from 
ASU in Supply Chain Management, but to really understand what 
I was doing with my “Hobby”, all my electives were in Botany and 
other Plant Sciences. This really helped me out… Then I started 
travelling to Amsterdam and Vancouver to meet some of the 
people who I was reading about, and to “Research” genetics. I met 
some amazing Cannabis Cup winning breeders over there and 
am still very close with many of them. I learned alot from these 
guys and kept going back to Amsterdam every year to attend the 
Cannabis Cup and soak up the scene.

Luckily, in 2009 I accidentally invented The Digger One Hitter - 
thediggeronehitter.com. It was literally the simplest product idea 
and I was able to get a patent. This was my chance to have a 
legitimate business reason to attend all these cannabis events in 
Europe, and start my 420 Products company. I had The Digger 
One Hitter booth at all the events in Europe, and I started attending 
CHAMPS Trade Shows in Las Vegas. I met distributors from all 
over the world at CHAMPS, and they picked up my products to 
distribute to @30,000 smoke shops around the world. CHAMPS 
is the best trade show to attend if you have a new 420 product or 
idea that you want to get to market. 

A few years later, I was living and growing for some dispensaries 
in San Diego. This was about the time the whole dabbing scene 
started and dispensaries were starting to carry extracts. I was 
trying to grow my 420 Products biz with more items and was 
working on a new silicone product called The Smashtray. It was 
an ashtray that you could bang your glass pipe on and not worry 
about breaking it. It was the only silicone ashtray at CHAMPS for 
a while, and we made that for a few years. We kept our dab tools 
on the Smashtray and realized that they didn’t stick to the silicone, 
like a glass or plastic ashtray. This gave me the idea to make a 
threaded concentrate jar from Nonstick Silicone and NoGoo nogoo.
com was born in 2012. We then added many more products to 
build the NoGoo brand and lineup. Around the same time I started 
ERRL GEAR errlgear.com to supply all the dabbing accessories 
(Quartz, Titanium, etc). 

I have a warehouse in Indiana where all my products are distributed 
from. I love working on new 420 Products / Accessories ideas and 
the whole creative and manufacturing process. We have something 
totally new and unique coming out next year for consumers and 
dispensaries. This product has taken us almost 3yrs to bring to 
market and I’m excited to finally get it out there. I KNOW it’s going 
to be a hit, lol…..

In 2013, I started living on Maui during the hot AZ summer months. 
It actually worked out a lot better than I thought because I was 4 
hours closer to my factories overseas. I was afraid that I wouldn’t 
be able to get any work done from Maui, but it worked out great. I 
have a whole crew of knucklehead hippie friends down there and 
we have a blast. I was able to run my business remotely, so I kept 
doing it for the next five years. I spent 6 months on Maui, and the 
other 6 months travelling to 420 trade shows and Cup Events 
to rep my brands and products. I always wanted my own smoke 
shop, so my brother and I opened up The Burning Moose Smoke 
Shop, in my hometown back in Maine in 2015. We’re hoping to get 
our Rec license back there soon too.

In 2018 I had the opportunity to get involved with G3 and 
GenXtracts as Director of Sales, and investor. I jumped at the 
chance. I was really looking for this kind of opportunity, so I moved 
back to AZ from Maui full time. I really love the position because 
I’m extremely passionate about cannabis and the amazing people 
in the cannabis community. I’ve known the guys at G3 for over 10 
years, and I love what we’re doing there. It’s not “Work” for me, It’s 
exactly what I’ve been doing for the last 30 plus yrs and I love it 
now more than ever…..

How long have you been 
in the cannabis industry?

Good question…. We’re mainly concerned with the turnaround time 
from the labs. Lately we have been experiencing some delays 
which is creating a bottleneck. I hope the labs can handle the 
volume in a timely manner, because we need to keep the supply 
chain moving.

Thank you JonnyB for these insights and thank you for 
continuing to nurture such solid relationships in the global 
cannabis community. You are the one who taught me that weed 
is meant to be grown for show, not for dough! The “dough” will 
always be there because this beautiful plant sells itself but the 
real accomplishment is being proud of an astonishing finished 
product. I have enjoyed my friendship with this man and I respect 
his product as well. Look for Green Gene Genetics and GenXtracts 
cannabis products on shelves valleywide.

How will Arizona 
adapt to the new 

testing regulations? 
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Back in 2017, we interviewed Chris Lengyel at a veterans for 
cannabis rally in Phoenix. He shared his personal story with 
us, why he was a cannabis activist, and how the VA was failing 
veterans. In honor of Veterans Day, I decided to reconnect with 
Chris to discuss his recent projects combating mental health. See 
the original story on our website: 
cannabiscactus.com/opiates-for-breakfast-the-narcotic-diet

Chris aims to change the way we view PTSD treatment, making it 
accessible and sustainable, challenging the standard treatments 

that have become all but a fantasy for the majority of patients. His 
website HelpMePTSD.com connects patients with the resources 
needed for recovery, filling the gaps present in current available 
services. He also has a free seminar on Thursdays from 7-8pm.

His most ambitious project, the Healing Center, is still in 
development, a sustainable living environment that would provide 
a framework for recovery at no cost to the patient. Read on to see 
how he plans to do it and check out his links to support his effort 
or find support in your own recovery.

There are a variety of reasons that we as humanity deserve 
“another facility”. It is not just about adding another place, it’s 
more about finding the correlation between necessary healing 
time and the margin of necessary revenue to help rehabilitate 
traumatized individuals. Our program will be complimentary 
to those who are willing to sign our “work to heal” application. 
Successful matches will result in a treatment plan that can last 
up to 12 whole months with the first 3 months focused on the 
individual person and processing the events that have caused so 
much pain. The following 9 months will be aimed at cultivating 
a sense of purpose through a variety of work oriented tasks on 
the sustainable farm. From cultivating food, to tending the animals 
that provide protein sustenance, clients will find a place to help out 
and in return, all of our counseling and services on the property are 
complimentary. With partnerships from Healing America’s Heroes 
for Equine Therapy, and located just a mile from White Mountain 
Lake in Showlow Arizona, our 10 acre property will have the 
various treatment modalities for clients to choose from. Ending 
the cookie cutter solution of AA, 30, 60 and 90 day programs is 
essential to reverse the 80% turnover rate and failure of current in-
patient treatment models for substance abuse and PTSD related 
symptoms. 

With a project budget totaling $750,00 on the high end and 
$450,000 on the low end to complete, we hope to have our first 
round of clients staying on site by 2025. This can be expedited by 
either donations or someone purchasing the needed equipment/
parts. At this time, we have multiple contractors who have donated 
the working hands. We only need the pieces to complete the puzzle.

Tell us about the Healing Center Project. 
Why do we need another facility?

HelpMe
PTSD

Useful
Links:

A sustainable 
approach to healing

by Joseph Cassini

HelpMePTSD.com Support Group YouTube Health Center

Chris Lengyel
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Currently we have Coaches, Hypnotherapists. and one licensed 
adolescent trauma counselor that are ready to be scheduled at 
helpmeptsd.com (once they make a free account!)

The first place someone should always ask for help in seeking 
mental wellness is their primary care provider. With our organization, 
they can find continual support and educational videos by going to 
the Help Me PTSD YouTube Channel or Facebook Page.

We are always ready to talk to someone on our FB chat which 
is embedded in the website, however we stress that we are not 
an emergency service. We are the glue that helps people stay 
afloat while the main offices of providers are closed overnight. Go 
watch videos with key speakers and professionals, reach out via 
messenger or by emailing support@helpmeptsd.org we respond 
within 24 hours or sooner sometimes within the hour on FB 
messenger. We can guide them to the best resource in their area.

What services are available now?

If someone needs help, where should they go?

We sell Hempful Farms products on our site because we believe 
in CBD, all of those purchase are donated directly to their Non-
Profit. As a profitable company, we are positioning ourselves to 
help other non-profits by being the profitable partnership.

Currently we are on a mission to have 22 service providers in 
every state sign up for memberships. This is ultimately how Help 
Me PTSD will engage in a free market healthcare system, but also 
ensure that there is someone ready to be scheduled at any time just 
at the click of a button. No more wait lines or insurance approval. 
Just simply make a free account and schedule a provider when 
their next appointment is open within the system. By becoming a 
provider on Help Me PTSD, Counselors, and other experts can list 
themselves on the site with access to video interviews throughout 
the year, and constant marketing from our platform. We have also 
partnered with Zoom to fully integrate private digital working 
spaces for our “Premium Members” Membership Information can 
be found here
helpmeptsd.com/provider-membership

The other companies who have helped us by spreading the word 
and being a constant support are listed at the bottom of the 
helpmeptsd.org website for our sponsor placements.

Who is currently supporting your efforts in AZ?

I am a creative at heart! I love music and play a variety of 
instruments. The biggest interest of all are my kids and amazing 
wife! They keep me busy and motivated to keep up the good fights. 
Beyond family and music, I am politically active, I worked on Dave 
Giles campaign for District 9 Representative this year, and am 
hopeful to some day run for a political position to help the future 
generations learn from current and previous mistakes.

Find something you love to do and do it! No matter how big or 
small your impact is,  everyone has an affect on the reality we 
experience. I encourage everyone to be the positive drive force in 
what they love doing for this amazing world we live in. You never 
know just how much someone else needed your motivation to do 
what they love doing.

We believe in a body, mind a soul healing process. While not 
everyone is keen on religion, we believe that some form of spiritual 
belief system is necessary to experience full healing . While our 
center is based on Messianic Judaism, clients are not expected 
to partake in the services that are located just down the road. 
The Church is sponsoring this project and will offer religious and 
biblical based counseling for clients who are open to receiving that 
type of service. For those interested in the healing center and do 
not resonate with that church, they are welcome to stay on the 
property, but must follow the community rules and standards that 
have been set. The lady who owns the property, has said, “This is 
God’s property, therefore we cannot deny people who are led to 
heal in this place.” We truly believe that the people who need to 
be there, will be there, and for those who may find this option less 
than what they desire, there are many other centers that may fit 
their healing path.

We know how our program works, because we have each gone 
through this healing process. We want to  show people that it 
is ok and necessary to turn to God for experiencing complete 
restoration.

What other interests do you have in life? Anything else you would like to add?

How does God factor into the Healing Center?

While cannabis is beneficial for certain symptoms of PTSD, there 
are a variety of cautions to consider. In studies, THC has shown 
to increase anxiety, panic, and paranoia. For individuals with PTSD, 
these symptoms can already exist and can then be increased 
by using cannabis. While each person’s biological chemistry is 
very different in how we respond to any substance, Cannabis can 
cause some uncomfortable events for a trauma survivor. For me 
specifically, I use a very low intake of 5-10 mg every 3-5 hours to 
manage chronic pain, inflammation and digestion issues. For me 
this is a mix between high levels of CBD and low levels of THC.

For example, if I were to take one of these “HUGE DABS” I would 
become very uncomfortable, socially awkward, and potentially 
go down a very bad mental path. For trauma survivors, one bad 
thought or memory can trigger a sequence of the same things. 
Cannabis, being a psychoactive substance, can make these 

situations even more uncomfortable. This is why I prefer high CBD.

While I fully support cannabis as a treatment for PTSD, I urge 
individuals to keep moderation, control and a time measured 
account of how they are medicating. Just as if someone using 
pain medication knows to only take one pill every 4 hours, patients 
using cannabis should regulate how they are medicating. This is 
quite the opposite for recreational usage where people may just be 
trying to experience a unique feeling or mental escape. While this 
is far safer than recreational alcohol use or any other substance 
for that matter, medical usage of cannabis has always been a 
treatment option for my symptoms, not just something fun to do. 
For myself and others with PTSD it may be better to know how this 
substance interacts with our symptoms and can be moderated in 
a way where we experience relief versus a worse symptomatic 
episode.

What are your thoughts on Cannabis and PTSD?
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HelpMePTSD
continued...

“While I fully support 
cannabis as a 

treatment for PTSD, 
I urge individuals 

to keep moderation, 
control and a time 

measured account of 
how they are medicating.

People can support the project by visiting our website:
helpmeptsd.org/showlow-arizona-healing-center-project

They can submit a form, and we will lead them to the best place to 
donate or to help in other ways. Currently all of our healing center 
donations are being given to:
thefoundationoftheword.org/donations

How can we support the Healing Center Project?

Recommended Listening: We Don’t Say Shut Up by Danielson Famile helpmeptsd.com/complimentary-support-group helpmeptsd.org/showlow-arizona-healing-center-project

Health Center Main Gate
C h ris  Le n g yel
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There are markets that have existed in cannabis longer than anyone 
reading this has been alive for, they come down to three areas, white, grey, 
and black markets. The black market is a term anyone should know, illegal 
goods or services being sold illegally, while a white market consists of legal 
products or services, being sold legally. A grey market occurs when goods 
or services that might be outlawed are sold without any real oversight 
from the law, government, or otherwise; a great example would be when 
State governments first started to decriminalize or legalized medical or 
recreational cannabis while it remained illegal as a Schedule 1 drug with 
the Federal Government. Recently, in the midst of Covid-19 pandemic, the 
landscape of society has changed, as cannabis was deemed an essential 
business but that isn’t how it used to be. To this day, there are people who 
have been jailed, killed, or ruined trying to make cannabis available and 
accepted. I take some time to speak to a veteran of the pre-medical and 
post black market here in Arizona when it was still the Wild West. 

His name is Archie, and he isn’t from Arizona originally but he grew up 
here off and on, spending his teen years in South Phoenix. He is smart 
and well spoken, but holds a thousand-yard stare that seems unblinking 
to the everyday struggles of this city. He has never been to jail, but is very 
familiar with the other side of the tracks, so he isn’t shy about what he 
can or can’t get. Guns, drugs, cars, or otherwise, and it isn’t an area that 
he would brag about or even speak about openly to others. It is not even 
strictly business for him, he has several people that receive his assistance 
as he provides discounts, delivery, or even free product to them for medical 
reasons. His mission is fueled by his own experience with the plant, finding 
both relief and seeing the healing benefits as it helped some of his family 
battle cancer. This is his story; names have been changed for protection 
but much of this story will find a home in the reality of our cities. This is 
how cannabis was experienced, how it changed or shaped lives in a time 
before it was anything but an unspoken taboo for much of our country, it 
was cannabis coming into the world.  

Arch went to high school in South Phoenix, a rough area that was getting 
rife with gentrification, and a changing climate from the struggles of the 
early 2000’s housing boom into the progressive city we are familiar with 
today. “I was a good student, and I stayed out of trouble because life was 
hard enough with younger siblings and a single parent. My household 
was middle class, and both my parents worked but were rarely around, so 
they encouraged me to oversee our household, or find a job while going 
to school so I could help provide. I worked at Filiberto’s on the weekends, 
and went to school throughout the week while helping to raise my little 
siblings.” He tells me that he didn’t party much, bought his own car, played 
sports, and didn’t get involved with much of anything while finishing high 
school. It wasn’t until after graduation that he had found his true affinity for 
cannabis. He tells me “Life is just better when I medicate, and everything 
from anxiety, or sleep issues, to chronic pain I’ve had from sports, finds 
relief, so I embraced cannabis in my life.”

“I would get a dub sack of reggie, that’s a quarter ounce, 
for $20 dollars from someone I knew from high school, 
but at some point, he went to jail. I was often smoking with 
my best friends from high school, and told them of my 
situation on having no one to purchase from. My friend Cap 
told me his older brother just found a source and would be 
selling Endo, which was a way of saying, cannabis grown 
with a hydroponics indoor setup. “It was then, that I had 
realized this was my introduction to cannabis in a big way.” 
says Archie. “Cap’s brother had wrecked his car, and also 
had no license, while Cap also had no car, this left me as 
the only one with the means to travel that they knew. I was 
open to driving to Flagstaff to help procure product.” he 
says. Denny, Cap’s older brother asked “what do want” so I 
told him “an ounce” to which he agreed. Denny proceeded 
to gather funding for the first trip to pick-up weed in bulk. 
They would be taking a day trip on a Saturday to meet a 
cultivator near Flagstaff named Kirk. 

They left in the morning, had breakfast in Black Canyon 
City, and were in Flagstaff before noon that day. It was 
there that they met the strange fellow named Kirk, who 
preferred to only eat pizza or psilocybin mushrooms every 
night for dinner, and became established as a provider 
for quality Arizona indoor. He was clearly a remnant of 
yesteryear, occasionally reminiscing about the good old 
days or suffering a minor acid flashback. “He was a decent 
guy just hoping to provide relief to people who believed 
in the power of the plant. He ended up getting popped 
and doing 15 years for cultivation with intent to distribute. 
His sentence was only reduced when the medical initiative 
passed but he left Arizona when released, cursing it.” 
Archie tells me. “He sold Denny 10lbs that day, six pounds 
of which were his cut of Northern Lights, and at the time 
was the best indica in AZ. It was Strawberry Kush, a sativa 
hybrid, for the remaining four pounds.” They checked it in 
awe then loaded the duffle bag into the trunk to drive down 
the mountain. Archie continued to drive for Denny and 
met plenty of the cultivators and other providers that still 
populate the medical cannabis industry today. He claims 
that life was good for a while, money flowed, and he “lost 
months of my life to how good the Strawberry Kush was”. 
Archie continued to work for Denny until he found his own 
source to start selling better pot while attending ASU in 
Tempe. That source was found with fellow psychonauts 
whom he played music with, and that origin piqued his 
interest in the Pacific-Norwest.

by Adrian Ryan

WIRETAP
Real Stories of Arizona Cannabis

Part 1 of 3
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I was first introduced to Rakkems by Jacob @tahoebird, who 
turned me onto @rakkems and his live instructional videos. Jacob 
is a talented hash connoisseur who, upon my arrival to his house, 
presented me with a tray filled with pressed hash variations. There 
must have been twenty flavors all labeled by strain and categorized 
like a makeup palette ranging from ultra light to dark maple. He 
explained that lighter color is not always better because each of 
these solventless cannabis medicines has a different cannabinoid 
profile, each meant for different purposes. Some hash will make 
you very relaxed and sedated while others make your head tingle 
and your eyes open up wide. This is dependent on the strain the 
hash is made from but also from the aging process of the hash. 
Much like a vintner with grapes, these cannabis alchemists can 
make the most subtle changes to their technique and achieve 
wildly different results. Jacob introduced me to some amazing 
hash makers, along with his social media hash crush, @rakkems. 
I caught up with both alchemists, I like to call them, this month to 
learn more about solventless crafts and introduce readers to this 
niche of cannabis culture.

by Michael Cassini

“Tell your story to 
whomever listens, 
ignore those that 

don’t, and let passion 
and instinct drive 

you through the 
roller coaster ride.”

Cannabis 
Alchemy

What challenges can Arizona 
expect to face during legalization?
Monopolization, if it hasn’t happened already……..without a base 
of “craft/cottage” cannabis (with a five year window (Prop 
64) like CA had, and the ruling state party, I think AZ will 
be similar to NV where the small players quickly become 
employees. 

It’s about networking and standing on the shoulders of the 
bigger players, not going head to head with them….. As a “zero 
tolerance” state, I strongly feel it’s a state responsibility to 
ensure equity programs to help level the playing field. There 
needs to be representatives and leaders in the industry to 
work hand in hand as an advisory council in each region. With 
elected officials on a local and state level, they ought to make 
sure there’s not a long term corporate squeeze play.

What is happening in cannabis right 
now in 2020 that is exciting to you?
Innovation….I see everyone pulling out the aces up their 
sleeves, because at the end of the day IP, ”Intellectual 
Property”, is king in such an infantile industry. Also, it is truly 
amazing to see, not only all of our hard work paying off, 
but our colleagues as well. We’ve all been on the same ride. 
And this industry is nothing short of the Superman ride over 
and over again, for years in a row until you puke and all of a 
sudden there is somewhat of a light at the end of the tunnel, 
and proof of concept is real. When you’re in the same arena 
as the big dogs and still standing through a “pandemic” year, 
with your business alive and intact…….now that’s exciting and 
priceless!

What is some final advice from 
Wise Bird Handcrafted Products?
Make sure your brand and company has a voice, and use it. Tell 
your story to whomever listens (ignore those that don’t), and 
let passion and instinct drive you through the roller coaster 
ride. Surround yourself with like minded people and quietly/
quickly separate yourself from those with other interests. 
Although, noise is needed sometimes. Your voice will create 
advocacy, stand for something, your ethical, political, and moral 
platform will ensure you’re always in a room amongst friends.

What can we look forward 
to from Wise Bird in 2021?
We have so many projects always going on. Working with 
so many great people and brands is truly a surreal career 
some days. I feel honored to be a “Hash Maker”, because 
there’s not many of us out there. Building quality long lasting 
relationships is our goal in 2021. We can all look forward to 
Wise Bird spreading our wings to fly with others and make 
some of these five year goals within our grasps, and big 
picture conversations we have had for so many years come 
to fruition. 

I’d like to thank everyone in Arizona for always supporting 
us! From you and your team and all of our friends we’ve met 
in AZ, there has never been anything but love. It truly means 
a lot to us so many miles away! With Love from Lake Tahoe 
#besafebehealthybewise

What should I look for when I shop 
new hash and concentrate brands?
Ask yourself if the brand or product is based on EC, “Educational 
Content”, or C “Culture”. Are patients’ safety and knowledge 
priority over hype with marketing attraction formulas? The 
company’s mantras and philosophies will always result in the 
type of medicine they manufacture or procure for their label.

What will be the worst part of legalization?
The death of craft cannabis. Although, “legacy” brands are 
never forgotten or wanted by consumers. The demand for 
“craft” anything always stays alive by true connoisseurs. Most 
likely taxes and increased fees will not be fun. Cost of entry 
gets steeper and steeper for anyone who isn’t currently at the 
table pre ballot.

What was the legalization 
process like in your home state?
It was like a salmon spawning, swimming upstream, and 
getting eaten by bigger animals like grizzlies. Where only the 
strong survive and are lucky enough to lay some eggs.

@TahoeBird
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Where did you grow up?
Bay area, California. NorCal born 
and raised. Currently in the Sierra 
Foothills of California.

How were you 
introduced to cannabis?
Friends growing up in highschool...
But hash specifically, about 4 - 5 
years ago. When a good friend 
showed me the way. I mean, I 
knew about hash but not about 
true 6 star full melt.

What is your favorite 
hobby outside of cannabis?
More like hobbies lol. I have a deep love for music and DJing, 
classic cars, and sailing.

How long have you been studying and 
experimenting with extraction techniques?
About 3 to 4 years now.

Which hash makers inspire you?
Soilgrown Solventless, Marcus Bubbleman, SolventlessMind, 
Frenchie Cannoli, Nikka T, Resin Ranch, Cuban Grower (drysift), 
And to many others to name. The community as a whole has 
inspired me honestly.

Why do cannabis companies make shatter or 
crumble instead of solventless rosin/hash? 
Honestly, I don’t know. I still think there will always be a market 
for that product and some companies are just comfortable 
with staying in those lanes. 

What should consumers look for when 
shopping for any cannabis extracts?
Something that has used a grown to full term flower. Meaning 
it was grown to its fullest potential. As well as a full spectrum 
extract to complete the “Entourage Effect” on the body. 
Equalling a full rounded elevation of the body and mind.

Most exciting to you? 
More study and education of the plant/hash and all its 
benefits is happening more now than ever before. And that 
excites me.

What would you like our readers 
to know about you and your craft?
The more you know, the better choices you will make when 
it comes to consuming cannabis. And the knowledge I try 
to share with all of you is solely for that purpose. Ganja is 
Mother, but Hash is King. HREAM...

HREAM LOL... I love it. Thank you so very much. We are 
grateful for your time and we appreciate your insights! 

Rakkems has a collaboration effort with the crew at Todem 
Solventless and below is an excerpt from a nice post they 
made about shopping extracts on the open market. Find more 
about all these active hash artists on Instagram today.

Most disappointing? 
More saddening than anything. All the people who have 
lost their livelihoods from recent fires on the west coast of 
North America. So tragic and only hope for the best to all 
of them. 

What is happening with cannabis 
right now in 2020 that is...

@Rakkems
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Written by @todemsolventless via Instagram: 
A little psa that’s been on my mind for a while.. First, not 
all solventless hash is white, it can’t be and it shouldn’t be. 
Second, the color of the hash does not represent the quality 
but often is a direct correlation to the price which in my 
opinion is not and should not be the case.

The most important factor in the quality of all solventless, 
especially #fullmelt and #freshpressrosin is the strain and 
quality of the starting material. Next is the “hashmaker’s” 
skill, attention to detail and their ability to follow a process 
and make minor adjustments along the way. The entire hash 
making process is a fairly simple set of steps that can be 
followed and learned in a short amount of time. The tools 
used can be as simple and easy to acquire as clean water, 
ice, 5 gal buckets, micron bags and a dinner spoon. They can 
also be technologically advanced, automatic and expensive 
af ($200k++)

Regardless of the method used; hand, manual, machine, 
turning dials, pressing buttons or the money spent $200 or 
$200,000, with the correct knowledge, proper technique & 
attention to detail, a great quality hash can and should be the 
result of washing quality material.

Color can definitely be affected by the way the material is 
washed (long cycles, hard washing, too much ice) and 
pressed (too hot, too much pressure, too long of a press) but 
the biggest factor is again the starting material.

First off, props to all the #whitehash only hash makers. Bravo, 
you guys are definitely skilled in your craft and I have no 
negative anything towards these people and brands. I will say, 
like all social media, you only see the best and not only the 
best but the best and highest quality light and angles to make 
#catfishing a term in the dictionary.

We make the highest quality solventless hash as we are 
physically able to with the strains and material we grow and 
collab with other farmers. indoor, greenhouse and outdoor. We 
post and put out all of our hash and make everything available, 
all microns, all grades and try to be as transparent as possible 
with what we are doing. We put as much information on our 
labels as will fit and try to have a little fun........ 

Rakkems has a collaboration 
effort with the crew at Todem 
Solventless and below is an 
excerpt from a nice post they 
made about shopping extracts 
on the open market. Find more 
about all these active hash 
artists on Instagram today.

Above: Clementine Hash Rosin by @rakkems
Below: Bubba Kush Cold Cure Live Resin by @todemsolventless

@TodemSolventless
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Michigan 
wRECk:

Failures in 
Recreational 
Cannabis

At the start of October, I received an offer to help consult for a chain of small recreational 
dispensaries in Michigan. I’ve changed some of the details to protect myself while maintaining hard 
truths or enough detail about the situation to prevent this incompetence from entering Arizona. 
Contacted by a friend of a friend, J.D., the newly appointed director of operations for the first 
recreational dispensary in Iron Mountain, MI, admitted to being in trouble as she needed to open 
the first dispensary immediately, with ten to twelve more opening soon after. J.D. told me about 
the problems she faced with the dispensary owner, Mr. J, who in her words “doesn’t smoke, doesn’t 
know shit, and is probably illiterate.” Speaking to him, he admitted that it was his parents who had 
the money and stuck him with the job of opening these dispensaries for them. He had told me that 
it was a revolving door of experts and consultants for about nine months prior. It was clear that he 
had faced the same troubles that I’ve made a career from, by fixing past mistakes here in Arizona 
made by qualified know-nothings or influencers. We spoke, negotiated, and I had myself a job. He 
was put at ease after I had answered some base level operational questions, but it was also piece 
of mind knowing he had hired someone who was not only qualified but confident in their abilities to 
open a dispensary.

Unfortunately, my experience was met with hostility as the faults of corporate cannabis practices in 
non-corporate settings became evident along with the revelation that J.D. was inept in her position. 
Background for J.D. had actually revealed that she had done some work here in AZ with one of the 
first dispensaries to open for the medical program. Further investigation reveals J.D. then continued 
this dispensary career back east in Ohio, taking advantage of her family’s wealth and political 
contacts in the Midwest while never fully educating herself on standards of practice in existing 
markets. This seems to be commonplace in the cannabis industry as it was quickly revealed as I 
spoke to her about what needed our attention first, that she had no actual knowledge. In the process 
of making beginning notes, the façade of false knowledge, a possibly inappropriate relationship with 
the ownership, and theft of rival corporate cannabis handbooks had come to light. There was no 
true knowledge of compliance, there was no desire to create a cannabis community or dispensary 
for the people, and that greed had long taken root. J.D. feeling intimidated by common morals as 
well as the vast experience and innovation brought from the Arizona market became unraveled. It 
was then her true character was revealed causing accusatory, defensive, and aggressive behavior 
by projecting insecurities born of ignorance. The initial shock was a disappointment but it reaffirmed 
all the red flags I had learned here in Arizona, and so I quickly exited the situation. 

Gaining some distance and thinking back on the attended training, addressing known issues, as well 
as learning the operating codes of Michigan recreational left me with many questions. How will the 
market divide here in Arizona with recreational cannabis, will we see the same issues I witnessed in 
Michigan with our own split market into full blown franchise culture? Are we in the same dubious 
hands that seem to be extending their influence on markets to the east? Taking time to reflect and 
shake off the privileges of those who have not earned their place in the market, I find my peace. A 
short answer of no, we have an array of talented industry experts who have committed themselves 
to the cannabis community; who themselves self-regulate with a variety of knowledgeable and 
experienced representatives. Our state also has solid procedures and laws that prevent the culture 
of big cannabis that has swept the East. The path of Michigan recreational cannabis is one rife with 
trouble from inexperienced fakes, a grey/black market that will be unchecked, and chronic lack of 
oversight in regards to basic safety as well as education. I am going to go over how the differences 
are pronounced between the two states, how our state has an endless amount of potential, and my 
honest outlook of what recreational weed in Arizona will look like in comparison.

Written by Adrian Ryan

Michigan has some obtuse ideas and strange practices with 
cannabis. Security and any sort of standards to hold compliance 
are non existent. The first issue I was informed of was the unsafe 
work environment for the dispensary that was being allowed. 
Security on staff had not happened, while serious blind spots in 
camera setups, and doors that don’t have any locks or systems 
to regulate movement in the building. This means if some 
bandits from Wisconsin get desperate, they’re able to cross a 
state line to waltz in much like the construction crew that was 
still working on the building interrupting an intake of cannabis. 
The concept of a panic button was not considered, and leadership 
seemed complicit in not spending more to protect employees or 
customers. Thankfully, you won’t see this in Arizona as it has long 
been a priority to protect both patient and patient advisor as a 
part of state compliance. Medical Dispensaries face inspection to 
assure internal practices but also to verify the building safety to 
both industry workers or consumers.  

The threat of theft or armed robbery for the retail storefront was a 
major issue that only led to more troubling revelations about the 
safety of production facilities. Recreation will bring out hobbyists, 

organized crime, and true masters of cannabis cultivation, 
I’ve witnessed this first-hand in multiple places. In Arizona, the 
recreational initiative is designed for personal consumption and 
cultivation. There are provisions to make sure a guerrilla grow 
operation doesn’t begin behind the local burger joint. This was 
not the case with Michigan, and the potential cultivation being 
set up for purchase wasn’t licensed. This was serious, but no one 
seemed to think the consequences through because the law had 
no regulations other than growing over 200 plants is only a $50 
misdemeanor. The idea that people have an issue with allotments 
means you’re missing the point; it isn’t to exclusively regulate 
your consumption but to also regulate production. The idea that 
anyone could have 200 plants growing with no oversight could 
have multiple problems. A few would be, the use of pesticides or 
chemicals in the cannabis, a flood of private grows facilitates drive 
down quality and retail price in a market inundated with privately 
grown cannabis which brings problems from organized crime with 
distribution. Without partial funding and organization with law 
enforcement, those doing wrong can then harm anyone with little 
to no consequences.

States of Difference

Iron Mountain, MI
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The medical dispensaries of Arizona are unique and always trying 
to innovate. The medical market has always been improving, 
with every dispensary working hard to make the experience as 
memorable and accessible as possible. That being said, daily 
interactions or deals that many have come to expect really 
don’t exist in other markets. First time patient deals were not a 
discussion, and the conversations on discounts were how little 
could you give before it was considered rude to veterans or fellow 
industry workers. A majority of that ownership does not care 
about you or your experience, expectations, or maintaining your 
business. They want to collect your money at least once, and will 
do that however they can without standards or conscience. The 
best example would be the quality of product being sourced, as 
the weed being smoked was some mid shelf at best. That said, it 
was hailed in the region as being the best of the best. Cultivated 
in an unlicensed facility with no testing or information on their 
methods had me questioning the pedigree. Being left with a sore 
throat or adverse effects such as headache, upset stomach, and 
pronounced anxiety are not issues I have normally with cannabis 
cultivated in Arizona. Again J.D., the director of operations was 
excited to acquire the grow while admitting cultivation ownership 
being inappropriate as well, with plans of coercing a better deal 
from them. 

That alone left me disturbed with the business practices behind 
the scenes, but at a store front view, it only got worse. That 
“director of operations” at this opening had previously worked and 
opened a corporate owned dispensary where J.D. had admitted 
to plagiarization of all of their training materials to use in these 
independent dispensaries. The experience of shopping at corporate 
cannabis in Arizona is a collective of poor treatment that is widely 
avoided whenever possible. The reason is the unwillingness of 
those corporate storefronts to address common complaints, 
regulate quality, and not hike prices of common medicines. The 
bastardization by theft of their practices can only translate poorly 
to the consumer as those training manuals are not customer 
focused. The trouble extended to the hiring pool as it was centered 
on friends instead of skill or competence by a single member of the 
leadership. It is fair to say that the lack of loyalty and knowledge 
was the least worrying part of the team. The personal business of 
others was common knowledge along with any personal habits 
they might carry with them, such as methamphetamine use or 
affiliations with crime. A general distrust and intention of taking 
advantage of that information became evident in leadership. 
The subject of training was broached with the idea that whoever 
doesn’t fall in line will simply be fired, with no reasoning provided 
other than over staffing. The focus began to shift to teaching Point 
of Sale (POS) operations, education about cannabis, and directing 
the processing of material as a primary objective, it was unclear 
if with or without the staff if this dispensary would even open on 
time.

Storefront Expectations

Michigan wRECk:
continued...

The path of 
Michigan 
recreational 
cannabis is 
one rife with 
trouble from 
inexperienced 
fakes...

“
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The local recreational dispensary is set up to fail and fail those 
in its employ with lack of basic business practices. These issues 
along with basic safety or benefits for employees seem far off as 
most of these big cannabis companies lure talent in with robust 
starting salaries only to gouge the wage. The trend of dispensaries 
giving you options such as being protected and having healthcare, 
or being able to afford rent with bills has improved, but it seems 
like you can’t have both in the recreation market or industry 
resurgence. The staff being misinformed will result in a revolving 
door of employees trained, or possibly not, resulting in the spread 
of misinformation. Operating from corporate handbooks means 
poor service with the worst quality in favor of big profits as policy. 
Finally, allowing the absolute worst and least qualified to lead will 
have a trickle down effect that will diminish public faith in the 
recreational cannabis program. 

Arizona has so much going for itself, and the future is bright for 
cannabis in comparison to elsewhere in the world. I do not take 
for granted the transparency and access to our medical program, 
providers, sponsors, and their products. Implementation of testing 
is only going to improve our quality and consistency in the 
market. Dispensaries and vendors are essential business, so they 
seek to employ in a manner that reflects that. Our programs and 
propositions are organized with safety as the primary objective. 
Vendors, activists, and influencers here share a common mission 
of education and expertise in the community as a basis for their 
cannabis needs. Finally, the community will thrive from business, 
the community will be served with the highest of standards, and 
the community, both medical and recreational patients, will be kept 
safe. If you vote, you can have some influence on the outcomes in 
Arizona. For better or worse, life is full of choices, whether that is 
taking on a job in a new place, or deciding on healthcare laws for 
your home and neighbors. The time is now to be the example of 
what can be achieved in cannabis, or be the innovators of what 
could be. Educate yourself on who opens your newest recreational 
dispensary, because “Money talks bro!” Anyone looking East for 
work opportunities, do so only with travel and a contract in pace or 
vice versa should you enter Arizona to work for a company based 
here. We have so many medical leaders working to lead us in the 
right direction with whatever laws exist. 

Michigan wRECk:
continued...

Timelines are difficult in any leadership position, but basic business 
practices like compensation contracts should be commonplace. 
However, you would be hard-pressed to find that in any of these 
positions or dispensaries opening in Iron Mountain. A personal rule 
has been to not use my own money for jobs I’m unsure of, so 
thankfully my plane tickets were bought for me. The discovery that 
the directing leadership was broken and insecure came early so 
return tickets were sought immediately. Concern over the leadership 
using their own money with only a promise of compensation from 
ownership was disheartening. In today’s market, even in Arizona, 
innovators are sought to be taken advantage of. A horrible reality 
for these employees is they might not be paid, as a payroll had 
only been established days before I arrived with an opening date 
set for a week later. Ownership could decide to not pay what was 
agreed upon to any employee or consultant, and those funding 
their own employment might face large losses. All of this during a 
pandemic that will have residual effects for years to come on the 
economy. My hope is that the company is honest and fair to those 
in their employ, but I personally would not continue to work for 
leadership so unfit to lead. 

The repercussions of back alley deals, and the lack of clear 
legislation had also led to a host of problems promised to the 
local government as well as the communities by the dispensary 
leadership. The allure of tax revenue from cannabis is always 
a subject that the state government will want to agree upon 
beforehand with a licensed dispensary owner. I found a problem 
occurs if there are more than one owner, or an ownership group 
with a lack of communication to state officials or those who deal 
on their behalf; which when it occurs results in an abundance of 
unfulfilled promises or failed community initiatives. A promise 
to improve literacy or fix roads using tax revenue from cannabis 
should be written into legislation or the community is at risk of 
being cheated. The other side of that coin is the dispensary and 
its ownership are safe from unrealistic expectations or surprise 
initiatives to regulate cannabis further. I witnessed the Oregon 
transition into recreational just as it has in Michigan, and it resolves 
my support for Prop 207. 

These subjects were pronounced while I was in Michigan, and I feel 
it translates to a warning for our future with cannabis in Arizona. We 
are so better prepared with defined and accountable amounts of 
legislation, as well as safe under Arizona license owners. Learning 
the grandiose promises of dispensary ownership to an area without 
formal legislation or planning, was unreal. The outlined goals if not 
timeline alone on such promises such as new booming tourism, 
increasing literacy, or dedicating jobs to the local community were 
not grounded in reality. The local community cannot expect quality 
education or the ability to count on the quality of their medicine.

Leadership & Community

Arizona has so much 
going for itself, and 
the future is bright for 
cannabis in comparison 
to elsewhere in the world.

“



I didn’t realize how much of my life, and 
my identity, revolved around travel until I 
couldn’t do it anymore due to COVID. My 
boyfriend and I had a trip planned to Chile 
and Argentina for the beginning of October, 
but since it’s not really possible to cross 
country borders right now, we decided to 
take a trip to Charleston instead. One of my 
oldest friends and her family live there, and 

her husband just happens to be a chef and have helped start two of the best restaurants 
in the area, so I knew we’d be well taken care of and well fed… and honestly, we were ready 
for a beach vacation. We made completely sure to follow all regulations for wearing masks, 
used sanitizer and washed our hands religiously, and stayed as far as possible away from 
other groups to keep both ourselves and others safe and healthy. There’s nothing wrong 
with traveling during this time… after all, everyone needs to keep some semblance of mental 
sanity… but please make sure you are being respectful and considerate of your health and 
others’.

South Carolina is pretty conservative and doesn’t have legal cannabis of any kind, including 
medical, but as always, a will finds a way, and having a good friend in town didn’t hurt either. 
There are a ton of amazing things to do in the Charleston area for stoners, and my boyfriend 
and I spent 5 days eating edibles and wandering around. October seems to be the perfect 
time to enjoy beautiful beach weather, but it isn’t too hot for spending time outdoors and on 
patios, which is necessary during COVID. This is my list of our favorite things that we did 
which were a perfect recipe for a slightly high adventure.

We stayed on Folly Beach, which is one of the islands in the Charleston area, and is of course 
right on the water. We got an Airbnb within walking distance of the ocean (it was a steal 
during this time!) and spent much of our time on the beach, snacking and drinking beers and 
boogie boarding, while making sure to stay as far as possible from everyone else. One of our 
favorite things to do on Folly Beach was renting kayaks with Flipper Finders. $20 gets you 
your own kayak for 2 hours, which launches from the Folly River pier and leads out towards 
the ocean. We popped some edibles and headed out, and within minutes of getting away 
from the other boats, we were surrounded by dolphins, surfacing sometimes just a few yards 
away. I love sea life, so I was in absolute heaven, and for some time I actually just sat in my 
kayak in the middle of the water, enjoying the dolphins and the breeze and the sun while 
the weed kicked in. I sat there for so long that a family on a motor boat cruised by to see if 
I needed help…. but I was absolutely fine, just enjoying the day and stoned out of my gourd.

On Folly Beach, we loved The Washout restaurant and The 
Lowdown Oven & Bar, and an island staple is Chico Feo, which has 
fresh Carribean grub and live music every night. All have ample 
outdoor seating and social distancing options. Folly Beach at night 
is safe, peaceful, and beautiful, and we went out nearly every night 
to get stoned and look at the stars with the sand in our toes, and 
just listen to the sounds of the tide.

We didn’t rent a car because we didn’t want to worry about parking, 
and also wanted to be able to enjoy beverages while going out, 
and Folly Beach itself was very easy to walk around. Heading into 
Charleston takes about a 15-minute drive, but there aren’t a lot 
of Ubers or Lyfts at the beach towns, so just keep in mind that 
it may take a bit to get a car to head out. Once in Charleston, we 
headed right down to The Battery to start our adventure day in 
the city. The Battery is a landmark defensive seawall at the very 
edge of Charleston, built in the early 1800s and infamous for its 
stately historical mansions. From there, we walked to The Ordinary 
(make sure to stop at Second State Coffee for a brew if you need a 
pick-me-up). The Ordinary is a world-renowned seafood restaurant 
offering shellfish towers… we only did a single tower, which was 
plenty for two people, and offered some of the freshest and most 
delicious oysters and clams that I’ve ever had. It’s not a cheap 
spot, and you will need a reservation, but it’s well worth it and an 
unforgettable experience.

It was starting to rain a bit but it was still warm, and after dark 
we headed over to Buxton Books to grab a ghost tour with Tour 
Charleston. We were the only tour that had access to the Unitarian 
Church Cemetery graveyard at night, which was an awesome and 
spooky experience (especially high as a kite), and were also given 
lots of information about historical hauntings in Charleston’s early 
times. It’s a bit of a cheesy thing, but if you like history and spooky 
stuff, it’s definitely worth the $22 per ticket, especially if it’s a 
lightly rainy night in the middle of October.

We didn’t get to check it out, but I heard amazing things about 
Charleston Pour House, which is an amazing outdoor music venue 
with multiple food truck options and great vibes. Another great 
thing to do on a rainy day is to check out the Gibbes Museum of 
Art. Get a coffee at their resident coffee shop, and also make sure 
to check out their crazy miniature art exhibit.

My favorite part of the entire weekend was our night at the Obstinate 
Daughter restaurant, which was started by my friend’s husband, 
Jacques Larson, who is an incredible infamous local chef and an 
even better person. The Obstinate Daughter is located on Sullivan’s 
Island just a few minutes outside of downtown Charleston, and has 
incredible small plates, oysters, and pizza TO DIE FOR. They’re part 
of the progressive food movement in Charleston and get all of 
their product from small local and sustainable farmers, making all 
of their food extremely fresh and delicious. My personal favorites 
were the Geechie Frites, the Rutledge pizza, and Ricotta Gnocchi 
with short ribs. This was some of the best food I’ve had in a very 
long time, and just seeing my friends and enjoying this incredible 
dinner was worth the trip in itself.

As we continue to move forward during this weird time, let’s 
all remember that even as life goes on and travel continues to 
happen, it’s important to be respectful, kind, and most importantly, 
wash your hands and WEAR YOUR MASK! I personally can’t wait 
until the time when everything is back to normal, but until then, a 
little vacation, some fun in the sun, and a high dosage of indica-
based chocolate chip cookies will do a body good.

by Heidi Keyes

Folly Beach
Charleston, SC

Places of Interest:
Folly Beach
The Battery

Buxton Books
Sullivan’s Island

Gibbes Museum of Art
Unitarian Church Cemetery

Services:
Flipper Finders

Tour Charleston

Restaurants:
Chico Feo

The Ordinary
Second State Coffee

Charleston Pour House
The Obstinate Daughter

The Lowdown Oven & Bar

Puff Pass & Ponder

back in
the air
a stoners trip to Charleston, SC
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New 
Beginnings Written by @topnotc6 

Photos by @home_grown_az
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I was raised 
by my Nana 
and she 
taught me 
everything 
I know.

“
@mamajuanaseatsantreats

How would you say nostalgia is best sparked for you? Seeing a 
picture? Could it be hearing a sound? Or possibly an amazing 
scent that takes you back to the good old days. Those days when 
you didn’t have a care in the world except, what’s for dinner? Well 
this pair of talented cooks draws back on their experiences to 
bring you some amazing dishes, deserts, and treats

Who would have thought that in just 5 quick months and some 
new motivation this team of cousins could come so far? Both 
Stephanie and Drea started cooking as well as baking at a young 
age in the kitchen with family. “I was raised by my Nana and she 
taught me everything I know.” said Stephanie. When asked where 
she picked up her baking skills Drea replied “I would watch my 
nana cook and then mostly try to figure it out on my own as I got 
older.” Those techniques they learned early on would help them in 
the future more than they could imagine.

For a few years Stephanie had been working a day job like most 
people. Then our world started to change and jobs for lots of 
people started to slow or in some more serious cases lost all 
together. Being one of those casualties did not stop her for long. 
Around that same time she had started her mamajuanas eats an 
treats company and decided to enter her Arroz con Leche recipe 
in the Mint Dispensary competition. Soon after she received 
confirmation that it had made it into the Top 10. The recipe did 
not end up number one but Mamajuanas is honored to have been 
considered for the contest, and uses the experience as motivation 
for the future.

With plenty of Items on the menu Mamajuanas is now taking all 
orders. They are ready to fill anything from personal orders to 
catering special events for 150 guests. With new things being 
added all the time you can contact directly on social media @
mamajuanaseatsantreats to find out what dinner selections are 
available for catering options. The list of items is amazing. Some 
of the early favorites are the chamoy gummy candy treats, as 
well as a variety of cakes and cheesecakes. All of these can be 
made family friendly or the Infused Adult variety. They come in 
3 different levels of infused potency. Lightest to strongest going 
from syrup to distillate and most potent is RSO. Of course those 
prices vary as well. Now having a great beginning to their business 
we are all excited to see where this can go!

@mamajuanaseatsantreats
@mamajuanasteph420
@flores88dre 49#cannabiscactus
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C a c t u s  A p p r o v e d

Pinching the sides and lifting the lid a very strong garlic smell immediately poured 
out and almost filled the room. A very pungent satisfying stink that only became 
stronger when slicing into this buttery treat made my mouth water. Dropping 
in a nice chunk at about 540° was very tasty with more of  the gas fuel taste the 

Chem is known for came in very subtly but seemed to become stronger on 
the exhale with only a slight hint of  garlic at the end. Wow this stuff  

hit hard, settling behind my eyes and giving me a nice relaxing 
yet uplifting body high as well. I have to say this dab was very 

tasty and effective A+. By Arturo Delgado.

A classic soap texture that has a blend of  
flavor and texture I enjoy for my pen. The 

flavor is everything of  the strain which I have 
a great appreciation for. The effects are heavy on 

the eyes and light on my shoulders. This is an effective 
aid to sleep and clearing anxiety for anything that might’ve 

disrupted your energy. A great reset after working hard at the 
hands of  very talented extractors at Crescent Cannabis. By Adrian 
Ryan - @drogado_del_gato.

The Cookie Fam Sherbert from 22 RED was something unique and 
greatly appreciated. A solid choice when seeking something 
new from a Cookies experience. The high is fast, happy, 
and musically inclined. I find myself  twirling into samba 
music after a joint or two during this election season. 
The furniture has the cookie smell which is great for 
the holidays, fresh baked, two thumbs up! By Adrian 
Ryan - @drogado_del_gato.

A smooth hit of  shatter with the right amount 
of  pull and a snap, I can have a size appropriate dab. 

It is terpy, with flavors of  berries and old socks. I am 
woken up with energy to take on tasks or cross-country 
travel. Aeriz always has what it takes to get me in the 

right mindset for whatever I might face. A 
huge thank you to their team during the 

holidays, you’re all very appreciated. By 
Adrian Ryan - @drogado_del_gato.

Also known as Fruit Punch, this 
mostly sativa strain will hit you in the 
brain. Fruity and uplifting, this strain 
is great for feeling happy and uplifted. 
Patients will also notice energetic 
and creative vibes. Great for 
socializing and relaxing with friends. 
Also good for spending time creating 
art. Helps best with depression, 
stress, and anxiety. By Dietrich Dash.

Chris Martin at Hempful Farms has developed 
an array of  CBD products for people and pets 
over the years. This gum is tasty and easy to dose 
when you need a hit of  relaxing CBD medicine. 
It’s tasty and convenient so stay calm knowing 
you have quality CBD on hand at all times 
and even calmer knowing your breath will be 
spearmint fresh. By Michael Cassini.

Chem Dawg | Live Hash Rosin
Grow Sciences | Local Joint

Forest Fire OG | Wax
Crescent Cannabis | Sunnyside Dispensary

Cookie Fam Sherbert | ⅛ Pre-Packaged Jar
22 RED | SWC Dispensary

Gobstopper Kush | Shatter
Aeriz | Oasis Dispensary

Tropical Punch | ⅛ Pre-Packaged Jar
Shango Cannabis | Nirvana Center

Seedless CBD Gum Spearmint | 80mg CBD
Hempful Farms | hempfulfarms.com

I went specifically to Marigold Dispensary, formally 
Mission North Mountain, to what could be one 
of  the best deals in Arizona for great weed at an 
awesome price. At Marigold they offer a select 

pre-packaged Aeriz half  ounce for eight dollars, 
$80/.5 oz. The quality is everything you get with Aeriz 

big buds but smalls at up to forty dollars less than other select half  
ounces. Cactus friend @veganguitar had the drop on pre ordering 
first thing Friday morning when online ordering of  the prepackaged 
selection is available. Allow time for the system to alert you and pick 
up your order when it becomes available. The half-ounce of  Dosi-18 is 
Aeriz taste and smell, something of  sneakers with pine, while smoking 
a bit at a time then finding myself  thoroughly medicated. A great deal 
for smart shoppers, especially because Marigold dispensary is staffed 
with a knowledgeable and friendly crew of  helpful people! By Adrian 
Ryan - @drogado_del_gato.

Dosi-18 | Flower
Aeriz | Marigold Dispensary 
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This is a batch to try as soon as you can. With 
smells of  tangy sweet earth and Elmers glue 

undertones, this is a strain to relax to. 
There’s also a decent amount of  kushy 
flavor to this beauty. She’s spicy and 

sweet with herbal aromas.  Helps with 
feeling relaxed, happy, euphoric.  Good 
for stress, body pain, and anxiety. By 

Dietrich Dash.

Gorilla Cookies | ⅛ Pre-Packaged Jar
Shango Cannabis | AZ Cannabis Society
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Ahh good ol Chem Dog, a classic strain that never fails to give a strong 
cerebral high. Known for its pungent gas like aroma this one reeked 
of  a slightly sweet diesel. From the aroma, I figured the dab was 
definitely going to please my palate and although the aromas didn’t 

quite come through as strong with the flavor, the potency was most 
definitely there. Almost immediately upon inhalation before even 
exhaling I immediately felt my eyes drop with a nice relaxing feeling 
but was still able to keep moving and continue with my day as I took 

this dab early in the morning. If  you’re a fan of  classics like this I would 
definitely say it’s worth a scoop next time you see some Chem Dog by 
WTF. By Arturo Delgado.

This peanut butter is smooth and tasty 
and I did not notice the medication 
at all... At first. Then I slept like a 
Russian baby at a presentation of  
The Nutcracker. You’ll have to excuse 
that analogy because ice skating is on 
television while I’m writing this. Peanut 
butter is a great way to medicate and if  
the instructions are unclear then simply 
eat the peanut butter off  of  a spoon. If  

you’re more adventurous then try baking 
peanut butter cookies or adding into a 

smoothie with bananas. By Michael Cassini.

This edible chef  is named Tucker and he 
comes to us from Michigan. He is looking 
for a dispensary to distribute his wonderful 
sauces including condiments like ketchup, 
Buffalo wing sauce and barbecue sauce. 
Man, the barbecue sauce is lip smacking 
good on chicken wings or pork ribs. This 
stuff  would be great on burgers, fries and 
anything else you can think of. It’s not for 
sale yet, but is hopefully coming soon to a 
dispensary near you. By Michael Cassini.

Beautiful packaging outside and tasty 
gummies on the inside. They activate 
pretty quick for a nice smooth high. 
The texture of  the gummy was nice 
and I would consume these again and 
again. By Michael Cassini.

I really enjoyed the high from this batter. It burns 
very cleanly and smells great so I was hoping for 
a little bit more in the flavor department but the 
high made me forget about that altogether. This 
is a long lasting medication fit for any dabbers. 
I got my money’s worth from the effects plus 
some. Look for specials on these at the Mint and 
Nirvana dispensary. By Michael Cassini.

Unsure of  the exact lineage this creamy batter had 
a very pleasant, sweet, candy like yet gassy aroma. 
In all appearances and smells, this was another 
one I was expecting to be thoroughly impressed 
by but unfortunately the flavors just didn’t match the 
aromas. Nothing unpleasant whatsoever but just not 
what was expected from smelling this sweet diesel buttery 
concentrate. But I must say the effects were very strong and 
sedating. I took this dab later in the day after dinner and was 
pretty much ready for bed after. A nice strain to sit back, relax 
and enjoy a night in. By Arturo Delgado.

I have experienced this strain from a few different 
cultivators but I find I am consistently impressed 
with the cut from Nectar Farms. The look, taste 
and effects are unique to Nectar’s approach to 
Jelly Breath. The berry and spice are there, 
but the structure rich with tendrils hits 
differently. I still find a rush of  euphoria 
that can shift my mood, but this take on the 
strain brings a body heavy high that will 
lock me to my seat for hours. By Adrian 
Ryan - @drogado_del_gato.

Chem Dog | Live Resin Diamond Sauce
WTF | The Mint Dispensary

Peanut Butter | 50mg THC
Vital Edibles | Territory Dispensary 

Infused Ketchup | 200mg THC
Smash 420 Allstars | @smash420allstars

Infused Gummies | 100mg THC
Vital Edibles | Territory Dispensary 

Blueberry Cough | Batter
WTF | The Mint Dispensary

Cherry Rocket | Live Resin Sauce
WTF | The Mint Dispensary

Jelly Breath | ⅛ Pre-Packaged Jar
Nectar Farms | Sticky Saguaro

It’s Lava Cake! It had a great smell and a great 
flavor. I’m not sure where this cut comes from 
but it was a nice treat from the Mint Dispensary. 
While the cake is crossed from Grape Pie and 
Thin Mint Cookies. It has the characteristics 
of  both strong indicas, the high will leave users 

satisfied for hours. By Michael Cassini.

Lava Cake | ⅛ Pre-Packaged Jar
The Vault | The Mint Dispensary
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Also known as Larry Bird, this hot and sweet strain will 
remind you of  the cookies flavors. Sunset Sherbet and 
Thin Mint GSC are the parents of  this sweet little 

lady. Dark buds with organs pistils are apparent 
in her form. This one had me feeling relaxed and 
chilled out, smiling and satisfied with my life. I felt 

the stress melt away and the anxiety evaporate from 
my form. By Dietrich Dash.

These magical nugs are coated in frosty 
trichomes and underneath are purely 
orange pistils wrapped around dark 

purple nugs. This is a potent smoke that 
offers nice uplifting effects as well. One bong 

hit brings on a beautiful head change but then 
you’re welcome to smoke all you want and it 
will let you down gently. This is an easy going 
and easy smoking strain. By Michael Cassini.

This one was my favorite out of  the budders 
from this month. They were all good but this one 
was so awakening that it was almost a cerebral 
transcendence of  the mind. Like a meditation 
that ends with a burst of  energy. Jack Herer 
is a sativa strain and you really feel it in 
the extracted versions of  itself. Keep this 
in mind when you are choosing strains of  
extracts and stick with the companies that 
give you the best differing effects. Good job 
from the team at Tryke. By Michael Cassini.

This sucker was a beautiful 
treat for Halloween and I look 
forward to other seasonal 
treats for the Thanksgiving 
and Christmas season. The 
full spectrum THC makes this 
a quality edible. The team at 
Reefer Gladness will release 
new treats on Nature’s Medicine 
store shelves for each holiday 
so be sure to check them out 
periodically for some infused 
fun. By Michael Cassini.

Gelato | ⅛ Pre-Packaged Jar
Tryke | Reef Dispensary

Terple | ⅛ Pre-Packaged Jar
Tryke | Reef Dispensary

Jack Herer | Budder
Tryke | Reef Dispensary

Caramel Apple Pop | 25mg THC
Reefer Gladness | Nature’s Medicine

Seeds recovered from a Cookies eighth were 
grown in the backyard of  a home in the 
Coronado district of  Phoenix. Cannabis 
is resilient and forgiving when grown 
in almost any climate or soil. This 
sun grown, water and natural 
soil cannabis is what you’ll see 
become common now that 
Prop 207 has passed. It is 
a clear, clean taste that has 
hints of  pine and earth when 
you exhale. The high isn’t 
harsh, it has no seeds, and 
is a very mild high so you 
would need a good amount 
to really feel inebriated, but 
with six plants anybody has 
potential to grow amazing 
medicine. By Adrian Ryan - 
@drogado_del_gato.

Well it looks like these guys are backup and 
running. They are hitting The Valley with one 
shot kills like this Wedding Cake flower. I thought 
this flower tasted great and man did the effect stick 
with me for quite some time. This is a very easy high 
that your brain will process gradually. The high 
never feels too drowsy or overwhelming. I love 
a terpene profile with a perfect balance of  effects. 
The onset and the half-life of  the medicine effects are 
both important parts of  the experience. This batch of  
Wedding Cake hits high marks for excellently balanced 
effects. By Michael Cassini.

We tested this new cleaner in the office with 
great results. Kevin took the lead on cleaning 
a few of  our bones and pipes. The cleaner 
works pretty simply by mixing it with hot 
water and then soaking the glass. We reheated 
our container containing the solution in water 
several times to do each new piece. Each piece 
of  glass came out looking absolutely brand 
new 100% clean with no scrubbing involved. 
Patience is the key if  perfection is the goal. We 
recommend trying some voodoo cleaner for 
yourself. My favorite part about it was that it 
is a dry formula so you do not have to worry 
about smelling orange oils or liquids if  its 
spills. By Michael Cassini.

This entry from House Exotics was impressive on every 
point such as look, smell, taste, and breaking it up brought 
a refreshed appreciation for amazing cannabis. The 

Triangle Kush has a spice and Kush scent that were a 
rush of  flavors when smoked. A taste of  brandy and 
cola on the exhale followed by a euphoric few hours 
of  family time feeling care-free. The House Exotics 
team has hit a stride that has won my business 
whenever and wherever I can find this flower. By 
Adrian Ryan - @drogado_del_gato.

Gelato | Flower
Home-Grown | NFS

Wedding Cake | ⅛ Pre-Packaged Jar
House Exotics | Marigold Dispensary 

Voodoo Glass Cleaner | 3 uses 
Voodoo | voodooglasscleaner.com

Triangle Canyon | ⅛ Pre-Packaged Jar
House Exotics | Marigold Dispensary
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I’m not usually as much of a budder or batter guy but they 
are packing some big flavor into these affordable grams. 
I really appreciate quality along with affordable prices. 
Every gram of extract doesn’t have to be the best 
thing you’ve ever smoked. We all need day-to-
day, good quality meds. This team is hitting the 
nail on the head with these extractions and it 
makes Reef Dispensary an awesome place to 
shop. By Michael Cassini.

Back at it again with another Tryke review. Why? 
Because Tryke has been the most consistent when it 
comes to quality and pricing. Shoot, sometimes you 
may get a batch that exceeds your expectations, like 
this Platinum Kush Breath. Soooo, let’s talk about it! 

An indica hybrid cross between OGKB v2.1 x 
Platinum, with solid purple buds concealed in the 
thickest and most lustrous coat of trichomes my 
eyes have seen. The nose on it was pretty loud, and I 
had scents I was not only familiar with but also have 
great appreciation for. Sweet, peppery, kushy, and 
pungent with a hint of fresh coffee grounds. If I could 
give you a strain or two to compare it with, think of 
Runtz or Zkittles with a hint of coffee. 

The taste was very subtle from the spark and 
remained that way throughout the entire sesh. Hints 
of kushy earth and sweet cream were noticeable, 
giving it a 3 out 5 on the flavor profile. Definitely 
some wedding cake vibes minus the gassy profile, 
and for the price, I definitely cannot complain.

Platinum Kush Breath
Tryke | Reef Dispensary

I’ve been stepping out of my comfort zone lately. Trying to really 
explore what the AZ MMJ scene really has to offer. Which, honestly, 
at the moment has been the most inconsistent I’ve seen it in a while. 
However, I’ve learned along the road that if you’re not smoking for the 
experience, tell me, what are you smoking for? This should be a time 
for refocusing, reenergizing and reflecting. Yet, a lot of us (including 
myself) get caught up in chasing THAT high. I’ll be honest with you 
folks, I can’t tell you how to get THAT high but, what I can do for you 
is guide you to THE ultimate experience. Sooo, let’s talk about this Ice 
Milk by Tryke. 

A hybrid like no other, crossed between BreakfastOfChampions (Animal 
Mints x a @capulator cut of Fruity Pebbles) and Thementhol (Gelato 
45 x White Diesel x Jet Fuel x White Octane). Yeah I know, and out 
the jar came some extremely familiar notes. Creamy, minty, peppery, 
I could tell it was crossed with #gelato before I did my research. This 
was before the breakdown, as you broke it up it released very faint 
hints of gas and had some decent hangtime. Dropped a couple seeds 
too. Which, if you ask me, is a blessing with the storm about to come. 

The flavor was THE highlight for sure. Which mainly consisted of 
cream but also had hints of gas. The two however, were both very 
subtle up front. It took awhile for the flavor to thicken up and once 
it did it was delightful. Now if it wasn’t for the price point this review 
could have gone the complete opposite way. However, the price was 
fair and I was definitely satisfied with my purchase.

Ice Milk
Tryke | Reef Dispensary

By Jordyn Yates, the creator of the Gas Pass & 
the award winning Hippy Chronicles Podcast.



BY SHANE STANFORD

DopeSick.org

Let’s all start this with a nice dab. 

Now, how did you take that dab? What device did you use? 
Probably safe to say most reached for a torch and heated up 
for their dab. The dab has come so far in so little time. I mean, 
the original way, the way I first started, was hot knifing hash. Yup 
that’s right, take two butter knives, heat them up on the stove, 
drop your hash and smash. Now, there’s a buffet of options. Not 
only are there several different types of concentrates you can 
dab, but there are different techniques to dab. Everything from 
bangers, nectar straws, e-nails, dab pens, etc. I’m sure those of 
us who dab have tried most, if not all, of these methods. I know I 
have, plus some others. 

A while back, I went to a nice cannabis BnB called Smokin_Beds 
in Denver Colorado. This place is awesome. It has exotic snacks, 
bongs, papers, pipes, e-nails, and an Indux Labs Reflux Vaporizer. 
A what you say? I said the same thing when I heard the name 
and even when I saw it. When it was being expended to me all I 
could think of was The Jetsons. It’s super different from anything 
I’ve ever seen or hit from. The hit was so clean and straight to the 
head. I knew I needed to know more, and rip it more. So after a 
few more trips to Smokin_Beds I reached out to Indux Labs to 
pick his brain. 

Interview with Malcolm King 
Founder, Owner & Journalist of DopeSick

So let me ask again, what is Dope? What is Sick? It is DopeSick, 
an amazing non profit, by addicts for addicts. They are there to be 
a voice and allow others to have a voice and platform. We live in 
crazy times where addiction is everywhere yet it’s still hush hush 
or immediately stereotyped as criminal. We need to speak up and 
step up for our friends, family, and maybe even ourselves.

What is DopeSick the brand?
DopeSick Apparel is a brand designed by addicts for addicts.
 
“We are the New Generation of Sober People Who We Refuse to 
Remain Anonymous About Our Past, But Rather Embrace It”

What mission and goals does DopeSick have? 
Our mission is to spread the word of sobriety through real life 
testimonials from addicts. Our goal is to save lives and help 
people get sober through our message. Speaking and sharing 
saves others.

Why the name DopeSick? 
DopeSick is a word that rings a bell to all addicts. When we first 
started, some thought it was negative, but we turned it around to 
a positive, by pushing the message, “DON’T Be DOPESICK”. 

When people see your brand/label what 
is the 1st thing you want them to think?
When people see Nike, Adidas, etc. they think sports. When 
people see DopeSick, we want them to think SOBRIETY. Sobriety 
is a good way. A cool way.

Is DopeSick for all that are recovering 
from any addiction or just alcohol? 
DopeSick represents all addicts no matter what the drug or drink 
of choice is.

What is your opinion on cannabis 
as an option for addiction help?
We believe cannabis is medicine. Though many people don’t quite 
understand it and how it could work for their benefit, they abuse 
it and chase it with alcohol or other drugs therefore leading to a 
bad experience or labeling it a gateway drug. This is where the 
education of cannabis comes. People need to be educated to truly 
understand its benefits. With education, it can be an amazing help.

How can someone struggling with addiction 
seek help and or reach out to DopeSick?
Anyone struggling with addiction can reach out to DopeSick.org 
and call us, email us, DM us and we can connect them with our 
sister treatment centers to get the help they need. We are truly 
here to help.

How can people or companies 
support your mission and goal? 
People can go to DopeSick.org and click the donate page and donate 
to the cause. All Donations will help our journalist, photographers, 
videographers and models to continue to do their job by spreading 
the word of sobriety through our multiple platforms. Our journalist, 
photographers, videographers, and models are all in some point 
of recovery. 

How can people share their story with you?
People can go to DOPESICK.org and click ‘SHARE MY STORY’ to 
submit their story to us. A great way to start the recovery process 
is to share. Share your story. Share your addiction. Share your 
thoughts.

Recommended Listening: Road 2 Recovery by Neza58 S e a s o n  0 3
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ALL GREENS dispensary
SUN CITY, AZ 85351 
(623) 214-0801

ARIZONA CANNABIS SOCIETY 
EL MIRAGE, AZ 85335
(888) 249-2927

Arizona mmj trading co 
COOLIDGE, AZ 85128 
(520) 723-7710

Arizona NATURAL REMEDIES
PHOENIX, AZ 85027 
(623) 582-0436

ARIZONA ORGANIX 
GLENDALE, AZ 85301 
(623) 937-2752

AZ Natural Selections
MESA, AZ 85204 
(480) 272-9888

PEORIA, AZ 85345 
(623) 878-5954

SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 575-1245

bloom dispensaries
AMERICAN ORACLE, AZ 85623 
(520) 576-6088

PHOENIX, AZ 85034 
(602) 396-5757

SEDONA, AZ 86336 
(520) 293-3315

TUCSON, AZ 85705 
(520) 293-3315

BOTANICA Dispensary
TUCSON, AZ 85741 
(520) 395-0230

Cave Creek cannabis
CAVE CREEK, AZ 85331 
(480) 488-2979

CuraLeaf
PHOENIX, AZ 85012 
(602) 466-1087 

PHOENIX, AZ 85014 
(602) 354-3094 

PHOENIX, AZ 85040 
(480) 739-0366 

PHOENIX, AZ 85023 
(602) 388-4400 

YOUNGTOWN, AZ 85363 
(623) 444-5977 

Debbies Dispensary
Bullhead City, AZ 86442
(833) 332-2437 

PEORIA, AZ 85382 
(833) 332-2437

PHOENIX, AZ 85027 
(623) 233-5133

desert bloom re-leaf center
TUCSON, AZ 85710 
(520) 886-1760

Desert Rose
PHOENIX, AZ 85085 
(623) 516-7881

THE DOWNTOWN DISPENSARY 
TUCSON, AZ 85705 
(520) 838-0492

THE GIVING TREE WELLNESS 
MESA, AZ 85204 
(480) 272-9888

PHOENIX, AZ 85027 
(623) 242-9080

tHE GOOD DISPENSARY
MESA, AZ 85202 
(480) 900-8042

THE GREEN HALO 
TUCSON, AZ 85756 
(520) 664-2251

The Green House 
GLENDALE, AZ 85308 
(623) 385-1310

The Holistic Center
PHOENIX, AZ 85024 
(602) 842-5790

THE MEDICINE ROOM 
WINSLOW, AZ 86047 
(928) 852-4169

The Mint Dispensary
GUADALUPE, AZ 85283 
(480) 749-6468

tHE pHOENIX dISPENSARY
TOLLESON, AZ 85353 
(480) 420-0377

the prime leaf
TUCSON, AZ 85712 
(520) 447-7463

TOTAL ACCOUNTABILITY 
PATIENT CARE 

BENSON, AZ 85602 
(520) 586-8710

trubliss organics
MESA, AZ 85212 
(480) 325-5000

TRUMED 
PHOENIX, AZ 85008 
(602) 275-1279

Untamed herbs
PAYSON, AZ 85541 
(928)474-2420

URBAN GREENHOUSE 
PHOENIX, AZ 85017 
(480) 361-0078

VALLEY OF THE SUN 
GOODYEAR, AZ 85338 
(623) 932-3859

WHITE MOUNTAIN 
HEALTH CENTER INC 

SUN CITY, AZ 85351 
(623) 374-4141

WICKENBURG ALT MEDICINE 
EL MIRAGE, AZ 85335 
(623) 478-2233

xtra laboratories 
TEMPE, AZ 85281
(480) 968-6569

Yilo superstore
PHOENIX AZ 85032 
(602) 539-2828

HIGH MOUNTAIN HEALTH 
FLAGSTAFF AZ 86001 
(928) 774-5467

JAMESTOWN CENTER 
YUMA, AZ 85365 
(928) 344-1735

JARS Cannabis
PHOENIX, AZ 85051 
(602) 870-8700 

NEW RIVER, AZ 85087
(623) 936-9333

KIND MEDS INC 
MESA, AZ 85210 
(480) 686-9302

KOMPO
TAYLOR, AZ 85939 
(928) 536-5151

LEAF LIFE dispensary 
CASA GRANDE, AZ 85122 
(520) 350-9880

Level Up Dispensary
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 420-3300

TEMPE, AZ 85281
(480) 664-2017

Local joint
PHOENIX, AZ 85034 
(602) 437-1645

MMJ APOTHECARY 
WICKENBURG, AZ 85390 
(928) 684-8880

Mohave green dispensary
MOHAVE VALLEY, AZ 86440 
(928) 768-4665

Monarch Wellness
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85258 
(480) 991-3752

muv dispensary
PHOENIX, AZ 85022
(602) 358-8771

NATURAL REMEDY PATIENT ctr. 
SAFFORD, AZ 85546 
(928) 432-6959

Nature MEd
TUCSON, AZ 85743 
(520) 620-9123

Nature’s Medicines
FOUNTAIN HILLS, AZ 85268 
(480) 400-2000

PHOENIX, AZ 85009 
(480) 400-2222

NATURE’S WONDER 
APACHE JUNCTION, AZ 85120 
(480) 982-1529

Nirvana Center
APACHE JUNCTION, AZ 85120 
(602) 354-3630

PHOENIX, AZ 85009 
(602) 730-3236

PRESCOTT VALLEY, AZ 
(928) 227-2441

TEMPE, AZ 
(480) 378-6917To
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Nova Dispensary
MESA, AZ 85202 
(480) 912-4444

oASIS dISPENSARy
CHANDLER, AZ, 85248 
(602) 903-3665

CHANDLER, AZ, 85226 
(480) 626-7333

GLENDALE, AZ, 85308 
(623) 295-1788

ORGANICA PATIENT GROUP 
CHINO VALLEY, AZ 86323 
(928) 636-5566

PHOENIX RELIEF CENTER 
PHOENIX, AZ 85041 
(602) 276-3401

PONDEROSA Releaf
PEORIA, AZ 85345 
(623) 877-3934

PURPLE MED healing center 
TUCSON, AZ 85745 
(520) 398-7338

rEEF dISPENSARY
PHOENIX, AZ 85043
(480) 999-4748

QUEEN CREEK, AZ 85142 
(480) 550-9121

Sunny Side Dispensary
PHOENIX, AZ 85009 
(888) 633-7411

The Flower Shop
PHOENIX, AZ 85044 
(480) 350-7624

MESA, AZ 85205 
(480) 500-5054

PHOENIX, AZ 85008 
(602) 812-4695

SUPERIOR dispensarY
PHOENIX, AZ 85043
(602) 926-9100

swc DIspensaries
TEMPE, AZ 85281 
(480) 245-6751

PRESCOTT, AZ 86301
(928) 778-5900

Swell farmacy 
PHOENIX, AZ 85023 
(602) 388-4400

PHOENIX, AZ 85014 
(602) 354-3094

PHOENIX, AZ 
(480) 739-0366

YOUNGTOWN, AZ 85363 
(623) 444-5977

Territory Dispensary
CHANDLER, AZ 85226
(480) 636-8032

MESA, AZ 85212
(480) 307-6880

MESA, AZ 85201
(480) 581-4010

EARTH’S HEALINg 
TUCSON, AZ 85714 
(520) 395-1432

Emerald Dispensaries
GILBERT, AZ 85233 
(480) 361-0078

PHOENIX, AZ 85051
(623) 271-6065

FARM FRESH Dispensary
LAKE HAVASU, AZ 86404 
(928) 733-6339

GREEN MEDICINE 
TUCSON, AZ 85710 
(520) 886-1003

Green Pharms
FLAGSTAFF, AZ 86004 
(928) 522-6337

MESA, AZ 85209 
(480) 410-6705

GREEN HILLS PATIENT CENTER 
SHOW LOW, AZ 85901 
(928) 537-4888

green sky patient center 
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 575-1245

Greenhouse of flagstaff
FLAGSTAFF, AZ 86001 
(928) 351-7775

GREENMED INC 
RICO, AZ 85648 
(520) 281-1587

hANA mEDS
KINGMAN, AZ 86409 
(928) 692-0000

SAHUARITA, AZ 85614 
(520) 289-8030

Harvest Dispensaries
AVONDALE, AZ 85323 
(623) 792-5032

GUADALUPE, AZ 85283 
(623) 404-1420

COTTONWOOD, AZ 86326 
(928) 634-5233

LAKE HAVASU, AZ 86403 
(928) 453-9333

SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 948-3737

TEMPE, AZ 85284 
(480) 777-2100

health for life Dispensaries
MESA, AZ 85207
(480) 400-1170

MESA, AZ 85212 
(480) 888-0247

MESA, AZ 85215
(480) 830-8251

HERBAL WELLNESS CENTER 
PHOENIX, AZ 85019 
(602) 635-3502

Marigold dispensary
PHOENIX, AZ 85021 
(602) 900-4557
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Level One LABS
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85257 
(480) 604-2267

C4 Labs
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 219-6460

Desert Valley
PHOENIX, AZ 85013 
(480) 788-6644

Arizona Analytical 
TUCSON, AZ 85741 
(520) 678-8502

KB Labs
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(602) 321-5695

INTER AG
PHOENIX, AZ 85034 
(602) 273-7248

Onpoint Laboratories
SNOWFLAKE, AZ 85937 
(928) 457-0222

Pure LABS
PHOENIX, AZ 85937 
(623) 334-9194

PREMED TESTING
TUCSON, AZ 85741 
(520) 889-2607

Delta Verde
PHOENIX, AZ 85022 
(602) 466-9730
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ARIES
It’s the sun that makes you shine! Get outside and soak up some 
vitamin D to go along with your THC. If you think CBD/THC is 
effective, wait until you try the truly powerful combo: sunshine 
and THC. Ask your dispensary associate for something awakening 
and energetic for this month.

LIBRA
The stars and planets have aligned with your sign perfectly to 
create a mellow zen high all month long. It’s amazing how your 
mindset affects the way you get high. Enjoy this chill time in life 
and use it to charge your soul for an eventful 2019.

CANCER
Talk to your mind and talk to your heart. Ask how they are doing 
and see if they need anything. They will love to hear from you. 
Smoke a joint with them and sit silently too. Do this regularly from 
now on and add in some nice deep breaths for a calming effect.

CAPRICORN
Your destiny lies within your hands. There are fortunes waiting for 
you to make a move towards them. The sun, moon and night sky 
will be your guide on this journey.

TAURUS
Everything gives off frequencies and it’s more important than 
ever to find a quiet pace in the midst of this noise. Cannabis 
can be used for this purpose. Do not underestimate the value or 
importance of the cannabis relaxation ritual.

SCORPIO
Get moving! If you sit on the shelf for too long then you will 
become stale, it happens to even the best flowers. Life is meant 
to be lived just like good cannabis is meant to be consumed. Get 
out there and live your life with big intentions.

Sunshine

Energy

Movement

Introspection 

Cosmic

Swathe

Vibrant 

Drive

Impulse

Light

Protection

Fortuitous

SAGITTARIUS
Break out of the routine funk and try a new dispensary this month. 
There are some new producers in the valley with fantastic flowers 
and concentrates. You will be happy about mixing up the routine 
and trying new genetics. Make a couple other changes to your 
routine as well.

GEMINI
Your instincts will aid your decision making. If things feel good all 
the way deep down then this is the green light to proceed. If you 
have any feeling in your gut that this is wrong then don’t do it. If 
you remain confused then smoke a joint and sleep on it to make 
a better decision tomorrow.

VIRGO
The weather is changing and the leaves are falling. All the lovely 
cactus are settling in for the nice weather in the valley. There’s 
romance in the air for your sign. Look out for secret admirers 
in your daily routine. Cannabis will always be your true love but 
there is room for another in your life.

PISCES
What’s another day with just another dollar. You are looking for 
something more and the universe is pulling that very something 
towards you. Love and lust and all those wild things are coming 
so grab some edibles and hold onto your emotions.

LEO
The Jack Herer moon vibes are strong this month and this is a 
great time for night time joint chiefing. Your sign aligns well with 
social vibes this month and the new moon will bring extra energy 
to your social circle. Embrace this energy by taking your friends 
on a cannabis fueled journey.

AQUARIUS
Whatever you have fears about will be conquered during the next 
month. You will see that these obstacles and fears are not as big 
as they seem. Use edible cannabis products to rejuvenate your 
muscles and mind with good rest.

STARS AND STRAINS

Lava Cake
Mohave Reserve

Gorilla Cookies
Shango Cannabis

Jack Herer
Reef  Dispensary 

Jelly Breath
Nectar Farms

Terple
Tryke

Cookies Fam Sherbert
22 Red

Face Off  OG
Vault Mint Dispensary

DOSI 18
Aeriz

Tropical Punch
Shango Cannabis

Triangle Canyon
House Exotics

#cannabiscactus#cannabiscactus
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S e l f  R e f l e c t

Dosidos
Grow Sciences

Recommended Listening: Alpha Wave by The Forms

Sunset Sherbert
Grow Sciences
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“Cursed is the one 
who trusts in man,

who draws 
strength from 

mere flesh
and whose heart 
turns away from 

the Lord.”
- Jeremiah 17:5




